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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project was to design an operations manual for an on-campus 
student run coffee shop at a small private liberal arts college located in southern 
Minnesota. 
The Lab Coffee Shop was created by converting an old biology laboratory that 
was not currently being used into a scientific themed coffee shop called 'The Lab'. It is 
completely run and organized by student volunteers. 
The resulting document includes an operations manual that identifies all aspects 
of managing and operating a volunteer student run coffee shop on a small college 
campus. It explores through a literature review the need for continuance of The Lab 
Coffee Shop and underscores the developmental significance that this space has for 
conversational, intellectual and artistic expression. Finally, it identifies key areas of 
concern making recommendations for the long-term success and viability of this 
operation. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
"Conversation is an art in which a man has all mankind for his competitors, for it is that 
which all are practicing every day while they live" - Ralf Waldo Emerson (Merriam-Webster, 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM IN THIS STUDY 
History of Concept, Rationale and Development: 
In the winter of 2002- 2003, a small group of students from a small liberal arts college 
located in southern Minnesota began to inquire about the development of a coffee shop on their 
campus. The group largely consisted of representatives from the Student Senate. This group 
formed an ad-hoc committee to discuss the viability of converting an old biology laboratory that 
was not currently in use into a scientific themed coffee shop called 'The Lab'. 
Several members from the Student Senate drafted a proposal under the guidance of the 
Dean of Student Services. This proposal included items such as: a rationale for developing a 
coffee shop on campus, a proposal for a location, a section that addressed operational issues, a 
tentative timeline for conversion of the laboratory into a coffee shop, a list addressing additional 
concerns such as security and janitorial services, and a preliminary financial analysis and 
feasibility study. A copy of the original proposal entitled The Lab Coffee Shop Proposal, drafted 
by the Student Senate and given to the college president in December 2002, can be found in 
Appendix A of this document. 
The rationale component of the proposal identified several reasons for opening a coffee 
shop on campus other than just the love of good coffee. The ad-hoc committee included in their 
rationale the addition and provision of: additional study areas, space for socialization, a location 
for student performances, an outlet to display student art, and a general area for both students and 
faculty to mingle and converse. 
At about the same time, another student developed a campus survey that solicited input 
from approximately 20% of the student body. The results of this survey, along with the 
comments that students submitted, indicated that there was a groundswell of interest within the 
student body for such an outlet on campus. 
The college administration met in response to the student's requests. Concern was voiced 
regarding the longevity of a student run organization on campus. History had indicated the short 
lived nature when ventures of this type were previously attempted. The most recent had been a 
decade earlier when students tried to run a canteen-type snack shop. That venture lasted only 
one semester, dissolving when the student who headed it up left campus. Upon reviewing the 
coffee shop proposal, the administration was impressed with the thoroughness of the document 
submitted to them and the level of interest that was so clearly apparent on campus. 
The administration ultimately looked favorably upon the student's proposal. They felt 
that a coffee shop concept would provide the atmosphere and space for spontaneous interaction 
between peers, between students and faculty, and would enhance overall student engagement 
with the institution. The benefits of engagement and interaction, believed to be beneficial by the 
administration, will be expanded upon in the literature review found in chapter two of this 
project. In brief, the benefits are well supported in the research of: Astin's theory of 
engagement, Kuh's (1991) thoughts on involving campuses, Tinto's (1993) theory of student 
departure, Chickering's (1 993) findings on college student development, and in the summation 
of the research on how college affects students compiled by Pascarella & Ternenzini (2005). 
Transforming a Biology Lab into a Coffee Shop: 
Since the financial outlay, other than the unused biology lab and utilities, would be 
shouldered by the Student Senate, the administration agreed to allow the students to proceed with 
the development of the coffee shop. Permission was granted in February of 2003. The student 
senate would fund all capital expenses and all labor would be on a volunteer basis. 
For a location, approval was granted to transform the old biology laboratory into a coffee 
shop. Removal of old equipment and biology tables began during spring break of 2003. Upon 
returning to campus from spring break, student volunteers began to clean and paint the walls in 
rich, dark warm colors. The space began to transform into an inviting atmosphere. Decorations 
were purchased and old science equipment was cleaned, restored, and placed on display for 
added ambiance that supporting the scientific theme. 
Coffee shop equipment at first was minimal. Several domestic espresso machines were 
purchased from a local retail store. A local coffee purveyor was selected who then installed two 
powder cappuccino machines, a coffee brewer, and donated several air pots. Since the room was 
formerly a biology lab, water was available at several locations. A black-topped counter-space 
running along windows looking out over a ravine was selected to be a location for the machines. 
As with any food-type venture, the Minnesota Health Department had to be involved. A 
local representative met with selected members of the student senate to discuss modifications 
that had to be made to legally operate the coffee shop. Three main concerns were presented. 
First, the state required a three compartment sink for proper sanitation. Until this piece of 
equipment was in place, a plan for using wash-tubs for cleaning utensils had to be implemented. 
Second, all equipment had to meet NSF certifications. The third requirement was that The Lab 
obtain an operator's license from the Minnesota Department of Health. Outside of these 
recommendations, a provisional permit was issued that allowed operations to begin. 
As time progressed, additional funding from a donor group became available. This group 
pledged $3,000 for a commercial espresso machine and another $1,000 toward the purchase of a 
stainless steel three-compartment sink for proper sanitation. The campus maintenance shop 
fabricated an oak cabinet to accommodate the sink with an appropriate black countertop that was 
in keeping with the biology lab theme. A commercial quality espresso machine was selected, 
purchased and installed shortly thereafter. 
In the fall of 2003, the Department of Health returned and certified The Lab fit for 
operation by issuing a formal operation license for a 'limited food menu.' 
Numerous costs of operation are currently being absorbed by the college institutional 
budget. This includes utilities such as water, electricity, internet, phone and heat. In addition, 
there is no cost to the Student Senate to rent the space from the institution. 
Objectives of The Lab: 
The Lab coffee shop is an important space for students to engage in conversational, 
intellectual and artistic expression on a small liberal arts campus. The development of such a 
location is completely supported in the literature. Institutions should offer places where small 
groups can congregate, community building can occur and opportunities for spontaneous 
interaction can take place (Kuh, 1991). College students need opportunities to get involved on 
campus and to become connected to the institution. Student engagement in the institution and 
interaction between faculty, staff, and fellow students in an informal atmosphere increases 
persistence, degree attainment, and contributes toward learning, development, and human 
relations skills. Alexander Astin simply stated that college "students learn by becoming 
involved" (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). Having framed the importance of The Lab in 
this context, the following objectives have been identified for The Lab: 
To enhance a strong sense of community on the college campus. 
To provide a space that allows for spontaneous interaction with peers and faculty. (This 
objective is supported by research and theories underscoring the importance of 
engagement, social interaction, and college student development conducted by Astin, 
Kuh, Tinto, Pascarella & Ternenzini, and Chickering). 
To give students a sense of their own space. 
To fill a void perceived by students from the lack of a formal student union. 
To provide a convenient gathering space that is unique and different from the other late 
night gathering places on campus such as the sports-bar theme of the Viking Village 
(deemed by some students as too noisy) and the library (too quiet for visiting). 
To provide a venue for a variety student talent such as musical performances, open mic 
nights, poetry jams, and student art shows. 
To provide a space that accommodates a wide range of student needs including: 
wireless internet, spaces to gather and study in groups, performance space, games and 
activities, and comfortable furniture that invites relaxation and socialization. 
To serve quality coffee and develop an extensive drink menu. 
To emulate current popular coffee houses and the activities that transpire there. 
Setting: 
The Lab is located on the campus of a small private liberal arts college in southern 
Minnesota. It is situated in the lower level, tucked away in a low traffic area of the oldest 
building on campus, Old Main. The Lab has the atmosphere reminiscent of a vintage 1940s 
college biology lab complete with dark stained oak wood, black counter tops, and antique 
science cabinets with glass inserts in the doors. The walls are painted in dark burgundy and tan. 
Vintage scientific equipment such as: measuring devices, scales, test tubes, Erlenmeyer 
flasks, Van de Graff generators, and the like can be found throughout the room. In one comer of 
the room, a life-size replica of a human skeleton wears a lab coat and shop goggles. He is poised 
holding a coffee cup as if to offer a toast to patrons. At the other end of the room is an 8' x 12' 
stage and a small piano awaiting student impromptu performances. 
The lighting in the room was modified from the traditional institutional look of 
fluorescent strip lighting, to indirect lights, table lamps, and other novelty lamps such as lava 
lamps. Donated furniture that includes a leather couch sectional and several recliners frame 
numerous intimate seating areas throughout the room. These seating areas are accented by 
coffee and end-tables with tops adorned with paintings done by college students reproducing 
selected famous works of Monet, Renoir, Van Gogh, and others. 
Along the length of the room framed by windows overlooking a forested ravine is the 
operations area of The Lab. Behind the bar-like countertop is a commercial grade espresso 
machine, several powder cappuccino makers, and a traditional coffee brewer. Also behind the 
counter are refrigeration units for cream, milk and other coffee additives and a three- 
compartment sink for washing utensils. 
Staff: 
The Lab is completely run by student volunteers under the auspices of the Student 
Senate. During the first two years, interns were selected by the Student Senate and their advisor 
to run The Lab as coffee shop managers. The intern was supervised directly by the Dean of 
Student Services who functioned as the sight supervisor for intern guidance and evaluation 
purposes. 
In 2004, a committee of six students formed with the intentions of holding regularly 
scheduled meetings once a week to discuss and operate The Lab. At this time, the intern 
program was disbanded and The Lab Committee took over all operational responsibilities for 
The Lab. The Lab Committee discusses product, cleanliness, programs, schedules events, and 
provides operational feed-back and ideas to the Dean of Student Services. The committee 
distributed responsibilities within its membership to various departments that served to track 
revenue, monitor accounts payable, order product, and schedule volunteers to cover the required 
shifts of operation (7:30AM - 9:30AM & 7:OOPM - 1 :00AM). 
The Lab volunteers primarily work behind the counter as baristas making and selling 
coffee drinks. The complete list of volunteers usually hovers around 20 students, and normally 
only one is on duty at any given time. Most of the original volunteers were students involved 
with The Lab at its inception. As many of those students have graduated or moved on, the 
current list of volunteers predominantly know nothing other than The Lab always existing on 
campus. 
The Dean of Student Services is responsible for the overall operation of The Lab. Any 
new ideas for product or equipment purchases are often brought before his office prior to 
bringing before the Student Senate for approval. The Dean of Student Services also has the final 
signature on all expenses and accounts payable submitted to the Business Office. 
Clients and Participants: 
The primary beneficiaries of The Lab's services are the students of the college. The late- 
night hours of operation, the configuration of seating areas, the general location of the operation, 
and the provision of wireless internet access are all designed to be conducive for student use. 
A second, yet significant segment of client base for the lab are faculty, staff and 
administration. The brief morning hours (7:30 AM - 9:30 AM) and the location of The Lab in a 
section of Old Main where many administrative staff work during daytime hours provide a 
convenient service to those seeking a morning dose of caffeine. 
A third tier of clients for The Lab includes guests to the college. This group encompasses 
general guests that may be conducting business on campus, guests attending special events, and a 
significant number of prospective students and their families. The Admissions Office has 
included The Lab as a regular stop on campus tours and many of these guests either purchase 
product or at the very least are introduced to students working behind the counter. 
The Lab plays host to many special events throughout the academic year, thus expanding 
the list of clients that may be exposed to The Lab's services. Candidates running for student 
body president give their campaign speeches in The Lab. The Coordinator of Student Activities 
schedules performing groups, bands, and comedians to serve as evening entertainment in The 
Lab. On other occasions, The Lab is requested by the Coordinator of Campus Events to host 
special small group coffee hours. 
Operational Usage for Activities and Events: 
It is not uncommon to see students doing much more than just consuming coffee in The 
Lab. They also spend time relaxing in this space, studying, reading, completing homework on 
laptops, pIaying cards or board games, or just engaging in conversation. Groups of students 
often gather in The Lab to work on collaborative projects. With the stage on one end of the 
room, impromptu activities often take place such as juggling acts, poetry jams, or the occasional 
student takes advantage of the forum to practice a new magic trick on his or her peers. 
Student Senate uses The Lab for hosting speeches for those campaigning for student body 
president or senator positions. The senate has also used The Lab to host various activities such 
as St. Patrick's Day, Valentines Day and Superbowl parties, a Halloween costume party called 
Lab-0-Ween, and on the annual date of foundation, the Labiversary. 
The Student Activities Coordinator schedules entertainment events in The Lab such as 
musical groups, vocal groups, open-mic nights, and comedians. Faculty entities of the campus 
have also been known to use The Lab as an extension of campus space. Students from the art 
department have hosted art shows to display sculpture, painting, drawings and various media. 
The communications department has hosted video media presentations that showcased short 
films, advertisements, and assorted video productions by students. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS 
The fact that 'The Lab' is a completely student run operation has posed several probIems. 
This is compounded by the fact that all workers are college students that completely volunteer 
their time. 
First, many of the original founders of The Lab have graduated. It is very apparent, just 
as the administration had feared, that the zeal for operating this establishment is not of the same 
level as it was in 2003 when The Lab was founded. There must be a way to communicate the 
purpose, benefit, original intent, and the story of The Lab to all subsequent student workers for 
years to come. 
Second, with so many students involved in The Lab, it has been somewhat free to morph 
without any formal structure or guidance. To date, there is not a single comprehensive manual 
for the operation of The Lab. Consistent cleanliness and sanitation is a primary concern. Safety 
and training on the specialized espresso equipment is another. Every semester, new students 
have usually had to flounder without formal direction to figure out how to operate this facility, 
and those who do know the operation have had to spend significant time brining the others up to 
speed. 
Third, the transition between semesters has always been difficult, especially at the 
beginning of the academic year in the fall semester. Students generally want The Lab to be 
operational the very week classes begin, but history has shown that it not ready for operation 
until the fourth, fifth, or even sixth week of classes. This is largely due to lack of training, 
guidance, and direction of the intern, and subsequently, the volunteer student workers. It simply 
has taken a great deal of time to organize the opening and initial operation of the lab at the 
beginning of each semester. The formation of The Lab Committee has shown some positive 
improvements in continuity of operation, but without a formal written operation guide, much 
information still relies upon the memory of students previously involved in the operation. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives for this project are as follows: 
1) To identify in the literature review the need for continuance of 'The Lab' and the 
developmental significance that it holds in supporting a space for conversational, 
intellectual and artistic expression on a small liberal arts campus. 
2) To develop an operations and training manual that will identify all aspects of managing 
and operating a volunteer student run coffee shop on a small college campus. With the 
number of volunteers (around 20 total) that circulate through The Lab as volunteer staff 
workers, a quality training and operational reference is required to ensure consistent 
product, cleanliness, and service. 
3) To identify key areas of concern and make recommendations for the long-term success 
and viability of this operation. This includes making an argument for 
continued/additional support from the institution. 
BENEFITS OF THE STUDY 
Achieving the objectives of this project will have several anticipated benefits. They are: 
1. To better define the operational structure of The Lab 
2. To produce a manual that standardizes operation and ensures the consistency of 
product 
3. To produce a manual that records how things are done for the benefit of future 
volunteers and allows for prompt re-opening of The Lab after semester breaks 
4. To inform new volunteer workers about the history of The Lab and the importance 
of their service to the college 
5. To identify future needs and requirements to enhance the longevity of The Lab 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Barista: A person who makes espresso drinks using an espresso machine. It is Italian for 
bartender. 
Coffee shop: An informal gathering place where coffee drinks, beans, and sometimes other 
snacks are sold. 
Intern: A student undergoing supervised training (Houghton Mifflin, 1985). 
The Lab: The name of the scientifically themed coffee shop on the aforementioned small 
liberal arts campus. 
Liberal Arts: "Academic disciplines, such as languages, history, and philosophy, that 
provide information of general cultural concern, as distinguished from more narrowly 
practical training as for a vocation or profession" (Houghton Mifflin, 1985, p. 727). 
NSF: An independent company that certifies food service equipment for proper safety 
Residential campus: A college campus where all or most of the students who attend the 
institution live on campus in residence halls or other campus housing. 
SWOT analyses: An acronym for a study where strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats are identified in order to improve operations and market positioning. 
Third Space: Any location where, "the main activity is conversation" (Santasiero, 2002). 
LIMITATIONS 
The primary limitation of this study and the resulting manual is that it will be custom 
designed for use at a particular small private liberal arts college. In addition, the operation at the 
focus of the design is an all volunteer student-run coffee shop. This further restricts and limits 
the application of this study to other operations. 
The researcher feels that The Lab coffee shop owes its origin to a fairly unique 
convergence of situation, interest, location acquisition, and student drive. It is not, however, 
beyond imagination that something of a similar nature could evolve on another college campus 
given the drive and motivation of student ingenuity and resourcefulness. If such an incident 
were to occur, many findings from this study could be applied to a similar type setting or 
operation. 
Numerous components from the resulting manual, such as sanitation, storage of product, 
and the production of espresso drinks will have universal application. 
METHODOLOGY 
A literature review was conducted to support the importance of The Lab's continuance on 
the college campus and the role that it may contribute toward college student development. 
Since the students identified in their original proposal (see Appendix A) the desire for an 
alternative location where they could gather and socialize in surroundings conducive to such 
activity, a literature review analyzing the actual research supporting their request is desirable 
when contemplating the components necessary for continuance of the coffee shop. The literature 
review in this study clearly centers on the research surrounding college student development 
(Chickering & Reisser, Pascarella & Terenzini, Kuh, Baxter Magolda, and Astin), community 
development (Brown & Devlin, Kuh, and Putnam), the role that engagement has on persistence 
and degree attainment (Tinto, Astin, Pascarella & Terenzini), and the benefits of socialization 
opportunities in society (Oldenburg, Putnam, and Satasiero). 
To devise the operations manual of this study, information was collected from various 
sources such as students, purveyors, equipment suppliers, and other publications. This 
information was distilled and revised several times before assembling into the document attached 
at the end of this study (see Appendix B). The actual process and methodology of developing the 
operations manual, explained in greater detail, can be found in chapter three of this study. 
CHAPTER 11: LlTERATURE REVIEW 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
One of the main drives for the creation of a coffee shop type operation on the campus of 
this small residential private liberal arts institution was a desire by students to have an alternative 
place to gather and engage in community building. Students complained that other options for 
convening were insufficient and that another outlet for public gathering was desirable. There 
appeared to be a need for a location where students could simply meet and engage in the art of 
conversation. 
The Department of Residential Life and Student Activities go to great lengths to devise 
activities and opportunities that foster community building. The students voiced their 
appreciation for these activities, but also indicated a downside that these events were more 
structured and formal than what they were seeking. What the administration was hearing from 
the students was a desire for gathering place that could be spontaneous, completely informal and 
impromptu. This desire for additional 'conversational space' resonated amidst the 
administration. As a private residential liberal arts college, enhancing the already unique sense 
of community present on campus was considered to be very important. In addition, the 
administration realized that the benefits from enhancing opportunities for student engagement 
are well supported in the literature. Many of these benefits will be expanded upon later in this 
chapter. 
Other spaces for informal student gathering already existed on campus. One such place 
was the library. The library is very conducive to students who wish to study silently or to meet 
in small groups in study rooms. The library, however, being primarily dedicated as a study zone, 
did not fi l l  the need for a location where students could gather, socialize freely, and play games 
or engage in other non-academic activities. 
Another location where students often gather is the campus grill. The grill is designed 
around a sports-bar theme. Televisions in the grill are turned on almost all hours. Activities 
such as pool, foos-ball, and darts are constantly taking place. In addition, the grill is a location of 
high traffic as it provides a significant role in feeding many students from noon into the late 
hours of the night. This location was seen by many students as unfavorable for intimate 
conversation due to the high level of activity, traffic, and noise. 
The college campus is located in a very residential area of town. The nearest off-campus 
location that could remotely satisfy the desire for such a gathering place would be over one mile 
away. 
The above arguments were compiled and presented to the college administration in a 
document that asked for the space to start a coffee shop. The underlying theme of the document 
expressed a desire for an alternative location where students could gather and visit in an 
atmosphere conducive for such activity. The student's logic and rationale for creating such a 
space is well documented in the literature as follows. 
RETENTION, ENGAGEMENT & STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
When considering that The Lab coffee shop is operated by students on a very small 
residential liberal arts college campus, and taking into account how it came into existence 
through student activism, it is obvious that the faculty and administration are highly interested in 
the role that it plays in student retention and engagement as it relates to student development. 
Significant research indicates that opportunities to engage and the overall campus 
environment play a significant role in college student development regarding autonomy and 
identity. Chickering (1 993) found that college students benefit developmentally when they have 
opportunities to engage in active involvement and when they have frequent and friendly contact 
and interaction with both faculty and peers. Chickering hrther advises that, "When student- 
faculty interaction is frequent and friendly and when it occurs in diverse situations calling for 
varied roles and relationships, development of intellectual competence, sense of competence, 
autonomy and interdependence, purpose and integrity are encouraged" (Chickering, 1993, p. 
269). 
Tinto developed a theory of college student departure that sought to explain the attrition 
process, or in other words, why students left or dropped-out of college. He found that having 
satisfying and rewarding encounters for students were critical and directly related to their 
academic persistence. These encounters were noted to be of formal and informal natures, and 
could be attained on either social or academic levels. In short, the greater the integration the 
student had into the academic and social system of the institution, the greater increase noticed in 
their persistence and degree attainment rates (Braxton, 1997; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). 
Alexander Astin is known for conducting the largest and longest running longitudinal 
study of college students and how undergraduates are being affected by their educational 
experiences. His theory is often referred to as Astin's "theory of involvement" (Pascarella & 
Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). Astin's findings conclude that: faculty student contact, residential 
experiences, the power of student peer groups, service learning opportunities, extracurricular 
activities, student affairs programs, and student involvement have significant contributions 
toward learning and development. Simply put, college "students learn by becoming involved" 
(Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). 
Astin's (2003) model can be summed up as Input - Process - Output. Inputs are all the 
demographic, family and high-school characteristics that a student brings when they come to 
college. Process includes all the people, programs, polices, cultures, and experiences that take 
place to the student while in college, both on and off of campus, that shape the student during 
their college years. Outcomes are the characteristics, knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, beliefs 
and behaviors that the college students have after college (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). 
Obviously, as an institution of higher education, very high interest is placed on any opportunities 
to enhance the process portion of this theory to maximize the ultimate outcomes. Institutions 
serve students well when they offer a wide variety of academic and social opportunities to 
become involved with new ideas, people and experiences (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS 
Baxter Magolda (1 992) states that institutions should provide opportunities for positive 
peer interaction, allow for students to build human relations skills, to grow in responsibility, and 
create possibilities for freedom and the development of voice. The importance of this co- 
curriculum was supported by the claim that, "Students' stories about their most significant 
experiences were often in the cocurricular realm.. .life beyond the classroom intensely involved 
students.. . The success of these relationships often affected the students' perceptions of 
themselves and the quality of their academic work. Involvement in organizations helped 
students build confidence, learn skills, make career decisions, build friendships, develop 
leadership qualities, and feel comfortable" (Baxter Magolda, 1992, p. 296-297). 
Such a concept is supported by volumes of college research. One can clearly see how the 
establishment of a social 'third space' on campus directly contributes toward Chickering and 
Reisser's (1993) seven vectors of college student development. The vectors of development are 
identified as: developing competence, managing emotions, moving through autonomy toward 
interdependence, developing mature interpersonal relationships, establishing identity, developing 
purpose, and developing integrity. An establishment such as The Lab Coffee Shop allows 
students the forum to exercise their skills and practice the art of conversation, while at all times 
growing in these various developmental vectors. Chickering and Reisser (1993) go on to state 
the facilities on college campuses, "send clear signals about the kinds of behaviors that are 
expected and valued" (p. 468) on the campus. 
CAMPUS COMMUNITY BENEFITS 
A strong sense of community on a college campus has many benefits. Some of these 
benefits include: stronger academic and social self-concepts (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005), the 
foundation for on-going relationships (Chickering, 1993), overcoming the feelings of student 
isolation (Kuh, 199 l), and exposition to divergent perspectives that foster moral development 
(Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Chickering, 1991). A strong sense of community has proven to 
help curtail aggression and vandalism by encouraging students to take pride in their institution as 
a stakeholder (Brown & Devlin, 2003). Participation and involvement on the students behalf 
allows them to feel like they are integral members of an organization with a true sense of 
belonging. Kuh, (1991) gives the directive that institutions should offer places where small 
groups can congregate, community building can occur and opportunities for spontaneous 
interaction can take place. 
DECREASE OF SOCIALIZATION IN SOCIETY 
There has been a noticeable decrease in the ability of people to socialize in society in 
general. Putnam (2000) reports a marked decrease over the past decades in several areas 
including: reduced contact with friends and neighbors, less time conversing over meals, less time 
eating together, and a decreased involvement in leisure activities that foster social interaction. 
Conversely, Americans are on the go more than ever before; they would rather grab a bite and 
run than sit and visit. Americans have people over to their houses less often and would rather 
watch team sports than participate. An evening of playing cards with friends has been replaced 
with solitary computer activities or video games (Putnam, 2000). 
One's participation in higher education has been identified as a significant factor 
impacting civic engagement, church participation, and voting (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; 
Putnam, 2000). It still appears, however, that social engagement is on the decline in American 
society. Some reasons identified by Putnam (2000) for this disengagement are: pressures of 
time, money and workload of two career families, mobility out of traditional neighborhoods, 
sprawl and commuting time, and finally technology and mass media which are predominately 
solitary activities. Take for example one component of this medium, the television. Putnam 
(2002) stated, "people who say that TV is their 'primary form of entertainment' volunteer and 
work on community projects less often, attend fewer dinner parties and fewer club meetings, 
spend less time visiting friends, entertain at home less, picnic less, are less interested in politics, 
give blood less often, write friends less regularly, make fewer long-distance calls, send fewer 
greeting cards and less e-mail.. .is associated with.. .less social communication in all its forms, 
written, oral, or electronic" (p. 23 1). 
THIRD PLACES 
As mentioned earlier, this desire for an alternative location where students can gather and 
visit in an atmosphere conducive for such activity is well documented in the literature. What 
students were asking for was in essence a 'third place.' 
Ray Oldenburg (1989) coined the phrase 'third places' in his book entitled The Great 
Good Place. In his view, the first place is the home and the second place is the work setting. He 
views the third place as distinctly different and defines them as, "the core settings of informal 
public life. The third place is a generic designation for a great variety of public places that host 
the regular, voluntary, informal, and happily anticipated gatherings of individuals beyond the 
realms of home and work" (Oldenburg, 1989, p. 16). The concept of a 'third place' was further 
expanded upon by Santasiero when she met with Oldenburg to discuss how third places relate to 
campus life. She reports, "The third place refers to informal public gathering places where the 
main activity is conversation.. . . the tone is upbeat and friendly, the troubling aspects of life 
which impinge at home and work are absent there" (Santasiero, 2002, p. 10). 
Society at large as well as college campuses have gathering places such as theaters, large 
student unions, and gymnasiums, but a third place is more than that. A third place is a location 
where people can gather intimately and engage in the art of conversation. Examples of such 
third places throughout history include: cafes, coffee shops, beauty parlors and barber shops, 
general stores, bars, and hangouts (Oldenburg, 1989). 
In an academic setting, these types of locations are important because they afford 
students the opportunity to visit and converse in an informal manner. The primary activity is the 
art of conversation and the intellectual exchange of ideas. These locations afford students the 
opportunity to freely exchange opinions and ideas in an atmosphere that is free from the 
hierarchy, rank, and formality of the classroom. 
Our society is becoming more and more fragmented and students have the tendency to be 
more isolated than the students who preceded them (Santasiero, 2002). A simple walk through a 
residence hall today will support this claim. With the prevalence of email, computers, and video 
games, it appears that students interact with others far less than students of years gone by. 
In response to these changing times, Oldenburg stated that, "for most students today, 
college life is probably the closest thing to community they'll ever experience and college is the 
place to sell them on the idea" (Santasiero, 2002, p. 11). 
A suggestion for campuses is to develop locations where students can congregate on 
neutral ground, checking any hierarchy or rank at the door. These locations should be homey, 
comfortable, and welcoming. They should be a place where students can congregate and 
develop relationships and a strong sense of community. Santasiero (2002) gave an example of 
good intentions gone awry when a major university developed a new student union, and in the 
process did away with the dark dirty rathskeller. The students, missing their beloved intimate 
gathering location, actually boycotted the new clean and sterile student union. 
A third place type forum, not only facilitates the development of student's conversational 
skills, but also, "prepares them for civic life as well as all careers that require them to build 
relationships with others and articulate themselves" (Santasiero, 2002, p. 12). This gain in 
private and public good is vastly supported in the research literature (Pascarella & Terenzini, 
2005). 
Oldenburg (1989) identifies many characteristics of third places that are worthy of 
consideration. They should be located on neutral ground where no one has to play host. They 
serve as a leveler where rank and hierarchy are absent, and where the atmosphere is inclusive 
and void of association. Third spaces must be accessible and, "available whenever the demons 
of loneliness or boredom strike or when the pressures and frustrations of the day call for 
relaxation amid good company" (Oldenburg, 1989, p. 32). Third places attract regulars who give 
the establishment flavor and make it come alive. These gathering places are often low profile, 
non-pretentious and lacking commercialism. The mood is playful and they leave the visitor with 
an urge to return and recreate what was experienced. Finally, a third place has a feeling like 
home. It has a certain warmth about it, where people are regenerated and can feel comforted and 
at ease. 
The main activity in a third place is conversation. In a level environment, all are 
welcome and in fact expected to contribute in lively and engaging conversation. The third place 
is void of music which could possibly inhibit conversation, but often has activities that foster 
such conversation such as cards, cribbage or dominoes. The ultimate activity, however, is 
conversation. Oldenburg (1989) said it best by stating, "the game is conversation and the third 
place is its home court" (p. 3 1). 
SUMMARY 
One of the main drives for the creation of a coffee shop type operation on the campus of 
this small residential private liberal arts institution was a desire by students to have an alternative 
place where they could gather in community building activities, practice the art of conversation, 
and engage in social interaction. The student's desire was for a gathering place that could be 
spontaneous, informal and completely impromptu. The development of such a location is 
completely supported in the literature. Institutions should offer places where small groups can 
congregate, community building can occur and opportunities for spontaneous interaction can 
take place (Kuh, 199 1). 
The literature review revealed a significant body of evidence that college students need 
opportunities to get involved on campus and to become connected to the institution. Student 
engagement in the institution and interaction between faculty, staff, and fellow students in an 
informal atmosphere increases persistence, degree attainment, and contributes toward learning, 
development, and human relations skills. Alexander Astin simply stated that college "students 
learn by becoming involved" (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). 
The aggregate findings from the research literature covered in this section fulfill the first 
objective of this study in clearly identifying the need for continuance of The Lab coffee shop. 
The Lab, with its all volunteer student staff operating this establishment for the benefit of other 
students, satisfies all the desired characteristics indicated in the research contributing toward 
college student development such as: engagement, involvement, and diverse social contact. 
The fulfillment of the first objective of this study then underscores the importance of 
objectives two and three as identified in the first chapter. To ensure the successful continuance 
of The Lab in the future, the development of an operations manual that identifies all aspects of 
operating the student run coffee shop as well as the need for making recommendations for the 
long-term success and viability of the operation becomes imperative. The balance of this study 
seeks to address these other two objectives. 
CHAPTER 111: METHODOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to develop an operations and training manual that would 
identify and clarify the primary aspects of operating a volunteer student run coffee shop on a 
small college campus. Since The Lab began operation in the spring of 2003, a desperate need for 
an operations manual has been felt. As mentioned previously, The Lab developed completely 
from a group of student volunteers. The service provided by The Lab has been very well 
received on campus. Operations have gone remarkably well when all things are considered, but 
since The Lab was developed by student volunteers, no formal operations manual was ever 
devised. 
The research identified in the literature review of this study strongly supports the concept 
that The Lab serves as a place were students can gather in community building activities, 
spontaneously interact with faculty and peers, and become engaged and connected with the 
institution. To ensure the successful continuance of The Lab in the future, the development of an 
operations manual that identifies all aspects of operating the student run coffee shop as well as 
the need for making recommendations for the long-term success and viability of the operation 
becomes imperative. 
RATIONALE 
With the evolution of The Lab from merely a vision held by a few students into an operation 
that is now utilized by the majority of students across the campus in a variety of capacities, the 
need for an operations manual has become more apparent and vital for primarily three reasons: 
1) With the number of volunteers (around 20 total) that circulate through The Lab as 
volunteer staff workers, a quality training and operational reference is required to ensure 
consistent cleanliness, product, and service. 
2) With the turn-over of volunteers from year to year due to graduation, studying abroad, 
working on internships, transferring to other institutions, and becoming involved with 
other interests, it is apparent that having a consistent way to train new volunteers is 
desperately needed. 
3) Along with the annual turn-over of volunteer students is the need for the means to 
promulgate the concept, history, and continuance of The Lab as a service to students. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The researcher used a variety of sources and methods to collect information ultimately 
implemented in the development of the operations manual. The primary sources of information, 
to be expanded upon further in this chapter, are listed below: 
Personal knowledge 
Student input from senators, users of The Lab's services, and students in general 
Operator input from baristas working in The Lab who are familiar with the equipment 
Supervisory committee input, specifically The Lab Committee 
Literature written about the operation of coffee shops 
The Minnesota Department of Health 
Equipment and supply purveyors 
Due to the researcher's administrative position at the college, he has an affiliation with 
and a significant amount of personal knowledge pertaining to The Lab. Since The Lab was 
founded in 2003, the researcher kept a list of topics that should be included in an operations 
manual. This list was modified and expanded from time to time as various issues and concerns 
became apparent. This list would ultimately form an outline defining topics to be included in an 
operations manual. 
Student input has been valued since the very inception of The Lab coffee shop. Since 
The Lab is completely operated by students themselves, it is only obvious that they should have 
input on the inclusions for the manual. Many of the topics covered in the manual came from 
assorted ideas collected from informal conversations with students, from ideas registered at 
committee meetings, from Student Senate concerns, from student's notes on how to operate 
equipment, from publications, and from general industry knowledge. 
The researcher compiled many items of concern from visiting with student workers or 
baristas. Numerous group meetings with volunteer operators of The Lab took place during the 
first two years of operation. During that time frame, several students received intern credits for 
serving in management capacities for the coffee shop. A portion of their intern credit was earned 
by assembling documents, performing needs analyses, and conducting SWOT analyses. Many 
of these documents were also reviewed in the consideration of what should be ultimately 
included in the operations manual for The Lab coffee shop. 
Many meetings took place with The Lab Committee and other student volunteer workers 
to define how things were being done in The Lab. Committee meetings generally took minutes 
recording the discussion that took place. These notes were taken into consideration and 
applicable components were incorporated into the operations manual. 
Other sources of information included literature about operating coffee shops. Using 
these resources, the list compiled from student input was compared to industry suggestions as 
identified in these publications. Additional information regarding sanitation procedures was 
collected from the Minnesota Department of Health and notes about operating equipment came 
from purveyors and equipment suppliers. 
After expanding upon the topics of concern and addressing how The Lab should operate, 
a proto-type manual was assembled. This document was shared with The Lab Committee for 
their reactions and comments. After each member of the committee was given a copy of the 
draft manual to review, a focus-group meeting was held with all the members in order to solicit 
additional input and recommendations. Upon receiving that input, modifications were made and 
inserted into a revised version of The Lab operations manual. 
The final steps in the process were to organize the manual into a logical format that was 
easy to navigate, to insert a forms section at the back of the manual, and to develop a table of 
contents for easy navigation. 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to develop an operations and training manual that would 
identify and clarify the primary aspects of operating a volunteer student run coffee shop. The 
need for such a manual that ensures the continuance of a location where students can gather in 
community building activities, spontaneously interact with faculty and peers, and become 
engaged and connected with the institution is strongly supported in the literature. Other reasons 
for developing the manual included the need to ensure consistency of operations and the 
provision for training new volunteers. 
A variety of sources were utilized to collect the information to be included in the 
operations manual. These key supporting sources of information included: personal knowledge, 
input from: student senators, users of The Lab's services, students in general, operator input from 
baristas who are familiar with the equipment, The Lab supervisory Committee, literature written 
about the operation of coffee shops, the Minnesota Department of Health, and purveyors of 
equipment and supplies. 
The information collected was compiled into an operations manual. Student operators 
were give the opportunity to read and make suggestions for revisions to be incorporated into the 
final manual. These revisions are reflected in the final document that was developed. 
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to develop an operations and training manual that would 
identify the primary aspects of operating a volunteer student run coffee shop on a small college 
campus. The subsequent manual developed is intended to serve as a comprehensive source of 
operational structure and procedure for the volunteers running the coffee shop. 
Chapter four of this paper has as its primary purpose to point to the final product of this 
study. The resulting document can be found in Appendix B. 
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
The literature review addressed the first objective of this study, that being to identify the 
need for continuance of The Lab and the developmental significance that it hold in supporting a 
space for conversational, intellectual and artistic expression on a small liberal arts campus. The 
development of such a location is completely supported in the literature. Institutions should 
offer places where small groups can congregate, community building can occur and 
opportunities for spontaneous interaction can take place (Kuh, 1991). 
The literature review revealed a significant body of evidence that college students need 
opportunities to get involved on campus and to become connected to the institution. Student 
engagement in the institution and interaction between faculty, staff, and fellow students in an 
informal atmosphere increases persistence, degree attainment, and contributes toward learning, 
development, and human relations skills. Alexander Astin simply stated that college "students 
learn by becoming involved" (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). The Lab, with its all 
volunteer student staff, satisfies all the desired characteristics that the research indicates 
contribute toward college student development such as: engagement, involvement, and diverse 
social contact. 
The second objective of this study was to develop operations manual that would identify 
all aspects of managing and operating a volunteer student run coffee shop. Information based on 
research elements and collected from various sources such as: student focus groups, past and 
current volunteer workers in The Lab, the Student Senate, and The Lab Committee, previous 
interns, and literature was used to compile an operations manual for The Lab. The resulting 
manual was designed to resolve three critical operational issues as defined in the rationale: 
I )  With the number of volunteers (around 20 total) that circulate through The Lab as 
volunteer staff workers, a quality training and operational reference is required to ensure 
consistent product, cleanliness, and service. 
2) With the turn-over of volunteers from year to year due to graduation, studying abroad, 
working on internships, transferring to other institutions, and becoming involved with 
other interests, it is apparent that having a consistent way to train new volunteers is 
desperately needed. 
3) Along with the annual turn-over of volunteer students is the need for the means to 
promulgate the concept, history, and continuance of The Lab as a service to students. 
The broad based categories to be included in this manual are: 
General Information about The Lab Coffee Shop 
General Volunteer Information 
General Operational Procedures 
Equipment Operation Procedures 
Handling Sales 
Cleaning The Lab 
Ordering Supplies for The Lab 
Coffee Shop Identity 
References 
Forms - to include basic coffee drink recipes and product ordering information 
The anticipated benefits of the operations manual include: defining the operational 
structure of The Lab, standardizing operational procedures and ensuring consistency of product 
and services, serving as a training guide for new student workers, and giving a sense of history 
and importance for the role that The Lab plays on this campus. 
The third objective of this study, to identify key areas of concern and making 
recommendations for the long term success and viability of The Lab, will be addressed in the 
recommendations section found in chapter five of this study. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
It is proposed that a final copy of the operations manual be presented to the Student 
Senate and to The Lab Committee for their final approval. Upon receiving and reviewing the 
final document, the Student Senate and Lab Committee will be asked to adopt it for 
implementation. 
Several copies of the operations manual will be kept behind the service counter in The 
Lab. Volunteer workers will be encouraged to read and study the manual in their free time and 
to reference it as questions may arise. 
The manual is also to be utilized in the training of new volunteers. The mentor or trainer 
will be instructed to go page by page with the new trainee discussing concepts, demonstrating 
equipment and procedures, and addressing questions. 
For reference and archival and reference purposes, a copy of the operations manual will 
also reside in the following offices at the college: the Dean of Student Services, the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, and the Human Resource Office. 
PROJECT PRESENTATION 
The manual produced for operating The Lab coffee shop is included in Appendix B of this 
study. It is titled, "The Lab Manual: A Training and Operations Manual for The Lab, A college- 
student run coffee shop." 
CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to develop an operations and training manual that would 
identify the primary aspects of operating a volunteer student run coffee shop on a small college 
campus. The subsequent manual developed is intended to serve as a comprehensive source of 
operational structure and procedure for the volunteers running the coffee shop. It was created to 
fill a void that addresses the consistency of operation, cleanliness, service, and training. 
LIMITATIONS 
The primary limitation of this study and the resulting manual is that it has been custom 
designed for use at a particular small private liberal arts college. In addition, the operation for 
which the manual was designed is an all volunteer student-run coffee shop. This further restricts 
and limits the application of this study to other operations. 
The researcher feels that The Lab coffee shop owes its origin to a fairly unique 
convergence of situation, interest, location acquisition, and student drive. It is not, however, 
beyond imagination that something of a similar nature could evolve on another college campus 
given the drive and motivation of student ingenuity and resourcefulness. If such an incident 
were to occur, many findings fiom this study could be applied to a similar setting or operation. 
Numerous components from the resulting manual, such as sanitation, storage of product, 
and the production of espresso drinks have universal application. 
CONCLUSION 
The literature review revealed a significant body of evidence that college students need 
opportunities to get involved on campus and to become connected to the institution. Student 
engagement with the institution and interaction between faculty, staff, and fellow students in an 
informal atmosphere increases persistence, degree attainment, and contributes toward learning, 
development, and human relations skills. Alexander Astin simply stated that college "students 
learn by becoming involved" (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005, p. 53). 
The Lab Coffee Shop, with its all volunteer student staff, is a venue that satisfies all the 
desired characteristics that the research indicates contribute toward college student development 
such as: engagement, involvement, and diverse social contact. 
The manual devised in this study is intended to give the structure that was formerly 
missing in the daily operation of The Lab coffee shop. It serves as a comprehensive source of 
information and procedure for the volunteers running the coffee shop and was created to fill a 
void that addresses the consistency of operation, product, cleanliness, service, and training. 
The added structure provided by this manual seeks to increase the efficiency of The Lab 
and minimize any operational issues and ambiguities that may impede the student development 
benefits received from this student operation. The manual will also serve to ensure greater 
institutionalization of The Lab that it may continue to benefit students in years to come. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
During the course of assembling this operations manual, several recommendations and 
suggestions for future development of The Lab became more apparent. Many of these 
recommendations warrant additional study for continued operational success. These 
recommendations are as follows: 
First, The Lab is a completely volunteer student-run operation. This is part of the unique 
nature of The Lab, but also presents many challenges. Finding students who are willing to invest 
the amount of time required to move The Lab forward without any monetary compensation has 
been increasingly more difficult. To a lesser degree, the challenge of finding volunteer labor to 
cover shifts in a reliable manor has also been an issue. It is recommended that the institution 
look into the desirability of creating some sort of compensation for the students who manage and 
work in The Lab. The exact need and impact of paying students along with determining the 
form of that compensation should be explored. Suggested payment options could possibly 
include work-study, scholarship, hourly pay, or course credit. 
Second, as of the time of this printing, there was no way for students to purchase coffee 
drinks using the cash value contained on their college identification (ID) cards. It is highly 
advisable that the institution take the proper steps to install the capability of purchasing products 
using ID card flex dollars in The Lab. This addition provides more access to purchasing 
opportunities. Students are benefited since they do not have to carry cash. The Lab is benefited 
by the student's increase in purchasing power. Adding the flex dollar purchasing option would 
also reduce the amount of cash kept on hand for deposit, minimizing the risks associated with 
keeping large amounts of cash in The Lab. 
Third, with the very recent formation of The Lab Committee, it is recommended that The 
Lab Committee draft an operational constitution and bylaws. This will help to clearly identify 
the span of their control, the specific role of their committee, and how members of the committee 
are selected and succeeded. Along with this recommendation would go reanalyzing the role that 
Student Senate plays in the operation of The Lab. With so many other issues coming before the 
Student Senate, it may be prudent to consider ways to alleviate them of operational oversight of 
The Lab. 
Fourth, the operations manual document is only as good as its use and implementation. 
A program to implement, train, and retrain all volunteers should be developed so that the 
document is utilized to its highest potential. 
Fifth, the development of The Lab operations manual has been received as a positive step 
in defining organizational and operational structure in The Lab. Care should be taken to review 
this document on a routine basis and to evaluate its effectiveness as a resource. 
Finally, and maybe most importantly, the literature review revealed a significant body of 
evidence that college students need opportunities to get involved on campus, to interact with 
faculty and peers, and to become connected to the institution. This begs a larger question. At 
what point does the Student Services Department become more involved in The Lab realizing the 
important role it serves in student engagement as found in the literature surrounding college 
student development? Increased direction and operational involvement from Student Services 
may increase the developmental benefits received from The Lab as it relates to increased student 
engagement. Suggested areas of investigation in this realm include: compensating those who 
work in The Lab, giving more direction to the labor force of The Lab, creating more 
opportunities for spontaneous interaction, and giving aid in assuring the continued success of 
The Lab rather than leaving it to the mercy of student volunteers. More direct involvement with 
The Lab may be prudent for other reasons as well. The Lab was free to grow and morph in its 
infancy, but at some point, Student Services may want to become more integrated with the 
operation to ensure proper sanitation practices, proper fiscal responsibility, efficient management 
and supervision, and that the atmosphere remains inviting and beneficial to all. 
Reviewing these suggestions, and primarily addressing the first and the last 
recommendations, may arguably seem counter intuitive to the student developmental concepts 
identified throughout this study. These two suggestions in particular, are thought to be worthy of 
consideration, but are made with a strong word of caution. The true benefit of The Lab to this 
campus and it's students is that the coffee shop is completely run by students who are providing 
a service for students. The researcher feels that the benefits of student development are 
enormous in this arrangement. It would be disheartening if these benefits were to become 
overshadowed or diminished by administrative meddling. If any of the modifications suggested 
here for consideration are thought worthy of investigating further or possibly even implementing, 
a strong word of caution must be made that other consequences, intended or otherwise, be 
considered with care as not to decrease the developmental benefits received in the current 
configuration of The Lab. 
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APPENDIX A: 
The Lab Coffee Shop Proposal 
The following proposal drafted by the Student Senate and presented 
to the college president in December 2002 
The "Lab" 
Coffee Shop Proposal 
December ZOO2 
Recently there has been a buzz around campus about the possibility of opening a coffee shop on 
campus. This proposal will show that having a coffee shop is not only possible, but will enhance 
student life. By outlining our proposal, listing its benefits and detailing its operation, the "Lab" 
can be seen as a reality. 
The coffee shop will be described in detail throughout this proposal, but here is a brief summary. 
The "Lab" would be in the former Biology room which is located on the first floor of Old Main. 
It will sell cappuccino and coffee for $1 .OO and $1 -50 a cup. The Lab will also sell candy and 
cookies for $.50 each. The Lab will be open from 8:OOam-2:OOam everyday with the internal 
coffee shop open from 8:OO-10:OO on the weekdays and from 7:OOpm-1:OOam every night. The 
Lab will serve as a great place to study, sip, and converse. 
What benefits will a coffee shop bring to campus? 
Additional Study Area: The College currently provides three main studying areas: the Viking 
Village, the Fireside Room and the Library. The Library is quiet and provides comfort, however 
it does not accommodate the student who wishes to study longer (after midnight) and in a more 
relaxed area. The Viking Village is often very noisy, especially with all the televisions running 
which severely detracts from concentration levels. The Fireside Room presents the same 
problem, as it is located right next to the Viking Village. Each of these areas provides its own 
atmosphere with its own set of plusses and minuses. They are helpful, but still a gap exists which 
a coffee shop can fill in a unique way. 
A Place for Socialization: A coffee shop on campus would provide an atmosphere that is 
different from any other place on campus fostering socialization. It provides a different 
atmosphere than the sport's bar atmosphere of the Viking Village. Ellen Santasiero, author of 
"The Third Place: essential for campuses and for communities," states that "I think it's safe to say 
that the more a campus community is achieved, the more may be expected from a school's 
graduates" (1 3). 
Student Performance Area: The Biology Lab is perfectly set up for student performance with 
an existing carpeted area in the front of the room. With so many talented students on campus the 
coffee shop would allow for them to practice performing in front of people, and for the rest of 
the students to enjoy. Many campus organizations would also benefit from the added 
performance room and audience. These organizations include: Jazz Band, PHLEGM, Poetry 
Jam, and the Speech Team. The coffee shop would serve uniquely as an excellent location for 
open mics and karaoke on designated times. 
Weekend Activities: A coffee shop would provide students with more activities to stick around 
for on the weekends. Ideally we would designate each Friday and Saturday night as a specific 
night. For instance Friday could be "Student Performances Night in the Lab" while Saturday 
might feature the college Jazz Band. 
Student Requests: This proposal actually stemmed off of an idea that was brought to Senate by 
a current student. Fueled with excitement, Student Senate backed the idea and explored the 
possibility. To better assess the potential use, another student conducted a survey of fifty-four 
students. One freshman commented, "I don't have a car so a coffee shop would be perfect. 1 am 
always begging my roommate to take me out to buy coffee." The rest of this survey is attached to 
the end of the proposal. 
Mingling Area for Faculty and Students: By opening the coffee shop from 8:OO-10:OOam 
every morning, we are providing a new environment in which the faculty and students can 
converse in a neutral environment. 
WHERE 
Old Biology Lab: The college is blessed to have such an amazing space already existing, which 
would serve as a perfect place for a coffee shop. The former Biology Lab is a large room that 
already has many cabinets for storage. The room is already equipped with adequate plumbing. 
The Lab also has a back storage room in the far right corner, which would allow us to lock up the 
coffee shop portion of the room while still allowing the student space to remain open as a study 
area. The Biology Lab is also conveniently located next to the Security office. 
OPERATIONS 
STAFFING: 
Internship: The coffee shop can provide students with excellent internship opportunities to learn 
about a business. This internship would greatly benefit the Business Majors. Currently (student 
name omitted) is looking to benefit from the opportunity to use the Coffee Shop as her 
internship. Her responsibilities include supervising most nights as well as scheduling others into 
the various roles. This semester labor will be provided by volunteers. The Student Senate has 
committed to volunteering some of their time. 
Fundraising Opportunity: The coffee shop could provide a fundraising opportunity for campus 
organizations. On different nights these organizations will be in charge of operating the coffee 
shop. For example, in exchange for their labor they could be given 10% of the total sales for the 
night. There could also be a prize for the organization that sells the most coffee on their night. 
This would encourage them to invite friends and ask them to purchase coffee. This would greatly 
benefit the coffee shop as the different organizations would bring in different crowds and also 
free publicity. Allowing different campus organizations to run the coffee shop provides a sense 
of ownership to all of the students. The coffee hop now becomes "our coffee shop" Some of the 
organizations that have already expressed interest are: Student Senate, the Business Club, and 
Softball team. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
What Products will be sold? 
Cappuccino1 Flavored Coffee: There will be six different flavors. The cappuccino will 
also be jazzed up with toppings like whipped creme, chocolate and caramel sauce. After 
establishing client base we will be introducing more authentic brew. Snacks: There will be 
pre-packaged foods like cookies and candy sold. 
How much will they sell for? 
The price will be $1 .OO for a small cup and $1.50 for a large. The candy and cookies will 
sell for $.65 each. These are the same prices that the Viking Village charges for similar 
products. 
What are the hours of operation? 
The coffee shop will be opened from 8:OO-10:OO am on weekdays and 7:00 pm - 1:OOam 
every night. The study lounge area will be open from 8:00 am-2:00 am, the same hours as 
the student union computer lab. To fbrther assess the demand and to help modify the hours 
of operation there will also be a suggestion box in the lab 
Security: 
Opening and Locking: Campus Security will be in charge of opening and locking the 
Biology Lab itself at 8:00 and at 2:OO. (Student name omitted) will be in charge of 
opening and closing the coffee shop portion of the Lab everyday as part of her internship 
responsibilities. 
Securing the Cash Register: At the end of each shift the person on duty will be 
responsible for securing the drawer. Details regarding the overnight storage of the money 
have yet to be determined. 
Monitoring the Area: The area will be monitored by the person on duty during the coffee 
shop hour times, and also by the student union monitors during the study environment 
times. 
Janitorial: 
Cleaning: Every night the person on duty will be responsible for cleaning and 
straightening the lounge area and the coffee shop. The campus janitorial staff will be 
responsible for periodic mopping of the floor. 
PROPOSED TIMELINE 
Phase One: Cleaning out the room 
First two weeks of February 
Phase Two: Converting it into a studyllounge area. 
Last two weeks of February 
Phase Three: Adding a coffee shop. 
Goal: to be in operation by the end of February 
Phase Four: Purchasing a real cappuccino machine and new furniture. 
Phase Five: Moving the Grab and Go to the Lab and combining them. This is just an idea, and 
would need to be further discussed at the appropriate time. 
FINANCIAL ANALY SlS 
CONSTRUCTION! START-UP COSTS: 
Labor: 
It will cost to pay the maintenance staff to clean up the room. The existing materials need 
to be removed and the tables need to be taken out. Student Senate and also some R.A.s 
have already volunteered to help maintenance on the day that they chose to work. Also a 
few professors have volunteered their service (names of professors omitted). 
In this proposal we are requesting that the college 
absorb the cost of the maintenance department for cleaning 
up and removing materials from the room 
Decorations: 
Paint: The walls will be painted in dark rich colors that will add to the ambiance. 
Wall hangings: The walls will be decorated appropriately. On top of the cabinets and 
across the top of the wall will be ivy and also white Christmas lights. 
Student Artwork: The coffee shop will also serve as a place for the students to proudly 
display their artwork. 
Clld Equipment: The glass cabinets provide an excellent place to display old science 
equipment and also student works (pottery) 
Lighting: If money allows, new lighting will be installed to further add to the ambiance. 
The new lights will be lower hung and also of lower power creating the atmosphere. This 
line item is subject to review and may be a future request due to our budget. 
Furnishing: 
Tables: We will be recycling the old physics tables. They are currently not being used and 
will greatly enhance the "Lab" theme. Also by using previous furnishings we will be 
connecting the college's past with the college's future. 
Stools: Again, these will be recycled from the old physics room. There are around twenty 
of them and they can also be used free of cost. 
Soft Chairs: We are looking for gently used donations. If needed, we will also purchase a 
few couches and chairs from the Thrift Store. 
Countertop: We will be again recycling this material from the existing tables that are 
currently in the Biology Lab. 
Stage: Again if money allows ideally we would like to build a stage. 
The Student Senate has allotted up to$1,000 of their budget 
to cover the costs of decorating and furnishing. 
Operational Costs: 
Equipment $0: The coffee/cappuccino machine will be obtained through the Food Service 
Director and his connections with (food purveyor name omitted). We will use two 
three-nozzle machines for a total of six different choices. He can get the machines for us at 
no cost due to the amount of business he provides them. 
Product: The cappuccino and coffee will also be ordered through the Food Service 
Director. He will give us the products at the same price that he pays for them, and will also 
allow us to buy by the bag rather than box. We will be able to sell back what we do not 
use. Student Senate will purchase the start up product. 
Labor $0: The labor will be strictly volunteered and at no cost. In future semesters it is 
hoped that it will turn into a work-study position. 
In conclusion the Student Senate is proposing that the old Biology Lab be turned into a new 
place for students to study, socialize, and enjoy coffee. We are asking for an on-campus coffee 
shop. We feel that this new environment will help foster student growth, happiness, and enhance 
the overall campus experience. 
Santasiero, Ellen. "The Third Place: essential for campuses and for communities." The Lawler 
Review (2002): 10- 13. 
APPENDIX B: 
The Lab Operations Manual 
'The Lab' Manual 
A training and operations manual 
a'. 
b a  
for 
The Lab 
A student run coffee shop 
Introduction to 'The Lab' Manual 
A training a d  ~peratlons manual 
Dear W e n t  Volunteer, 
Welcome to 7% Lab, a am&eteJy valuuteer student-mn coffee shop. IAe Lab was f d d  in 
2003 by students just l i b  p who wanted a place on campus where students would bepee to 
socialize in a unique and rek& environment. The Student Senate converted an old vice 
biology lab that was no longer in use and trangkned it, with many hours of volunte~ labor, 
into an imiting co@e h w e  with a scientific theme. 
We are grat@I that you have chosezt to be a volunteer worker for Zhe Lab. Withouz stud&lrt 
wlwnteers like you, not only wodd The Lab cease to operate, but it wouldn't have come about at 
all. Having said that, unhstand that your first priority is being a college student. It is 
important that you maintain a balance in your i f e  and that working (or in this case volunteering-) 
hes not overshadow your studies. The more volunteers we have working in The Lab, the lighter 
the load for those who provide this wondaFful service to our students. Your attitude and 
en$husiasm for this operaHon will contagiously in&mce others. If you have otherjifends or 
fellow sftrdemts that may have interest in wlunteenng time in Tke Lab, please infonn The Lab 
Cornminee of their names. 
Libvbe, since this is a student-mn organization, iqputficm s t w k a  is greatb, appreciated. If 
you hove ideas on ways to improve The Lab either physically, aesthetica13,, or in products 
o p e d ,  please be sure to inform %Lab ComnuIPUttee. Isput and new i h  are always welcome. 
I certainly hope that your e.qm+mce as a v o l m ~  worker in %Lab is something that you will 
cherish and will enhance your o v e d  college qwience.  I am qu$e sum that years @om now, 
as you rejlect back on your coilege Bducntion, you will remember the f in times, the social 
oppomities, and tke skills and ezpm'eaces that you learned wht 
Thankyou for volunteen.ng, 
Dean of S*t SemrYIces 
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General Infonndhn abut The Lab C d t b  Shop 
The Lab will offer quality coffeehouse &inks at affordable prices, provide comfortable seating, 
and maintain a uni& ambiance that togetha' create a place where people can study, socialize, 
and share their talents through organized evmts to enhance student life on campus 
The Lab Committee. consistine of a selected DUD of students dedicated to The Lab coffee shoo. .. 
will provide ongoing managgent of The L& th& is done through delegating tasks and 
responsibilities to different positions on the committee including, but not limited to: finances, 
ordering and product research, scheduling, events and publicity, and decoration and cleanliness. 
The committee seeks to provide prompt re-opening of The Lab each semester and offer 
consistency in management fiom year to year, aiding in the IbHllment of The Lab's mission 
statement. 
The following list identifies the p r b q  g d s  and objectives of The Lab coffee shop: 
To enhance a strong sense of community on the college campus. 
To provide a space that allows far spontaneous interaction with peers and f d f y .  This 
objective is supported by research and theories underscoring the importance of 
engagement, social inte.racthn, and the role these play in college d e n t  development. 
(Astin, Kuh, Tinto, Pawarella & Temenzini, and Chickering). 
To give students a sense of their own space. 
To fill a previous void perceived by some students from the lack of a formal student 
union. 
To provide gathering space that is unique and different from the other late night 
gathering places on campus such as the sports-bar theme of the Vilcing Village ( d d  
- .  
by some-students as too noisy) and the l i b  (too quiet for visiting).- 
* To provide a venue for a variety student talent such as musical p d m c e e ,  open mic 
nights, poetryjams, and student aft shows. 
To provide a space that awmmtes a wide range of student needs including: 
wireless internet, spaaes to &er and study in groups, performanc% space, games and 
game space, and coizfortabk furniture that invites relaxation and sockdidon. 
To serve quality coffee and develop an extensive drink menu, all offered at a reasonable 
cost. 
To emulate c m t  pqwlar coffee havses and the activities that isanspire there. 
In the winter of 2002- 2003 s from a small liberal arts college lodsd in 
southern Minnesota began to inquireuire&t the development of a coffee shop on their campus. 
The group largely consisted of reprwentatives from the Student Senate. This group formed an 
ad-hoc committee to discuss the viability of converting an old biologv laboratorv that was not 
-- 
currently in use into a scienfio thane &ffee shop c a l k  The Lab. 
Several students h m  the S W t  Senate drafted a proposal d e r  the guidance of the Dean of 
Student Services. This propod included items such as: a rationale for developing a coffee shop 
on campus, a proposal for a location, a section that addressed operational issues, a tentative 
timeline for conversion of the labomtory into a coffee shop, a list addressing additional concerns 
such as security and janitorial servkes, and r p r e h h r y  financiial analysis. 
Several reasons other than just the low of g o d  coffee were identified for opening a coffee shop 
on campus. The ad-hoc d t t m  submitted a proposal to the administration with a rationale 
that included: additional study meas, space for &&lhtion, a location for student performances, 
and a general area for both stwhts and faculty to mingle. 
Upon reviewing the coffee shop paopod, the administration was impressed with the 
thoroughness of the document submitted to them and the level of interest that was so clearly 
apparent on campus. The adminigtration ultimately looked favorably upon the studeat's plan as 
a coffeeshop type atmosphere concept would provide spaces for spontaneous &isaction with 
peers and faculty and enhauce &dent engagement. 
Since the financial outlay, other than the unwed biology lab and utilities, would be shod- 
by the student senate, the adminietation agreed to allow the students to proceed with the 
d&elopment of the coffee shop.  asm mission was $ranted in ~ebnaary of2003. The student 
senate would fund all capital e- and ail labor would be on a volunteer basis. 
For a location, approval was gmkd to transform the old biology labomtory into a coffee shop. 
Removal of old equipment andbiology tables began during spring break of 2003. Upon 
returning to campus, student volunteers came to clean and paint the walls in dark warm colors. 
The space began to transhn into an inviting atmosphere. Decorations were purchased and old 
science equipment was cleaned, restored, and placed on display for added ambiance supporting 
the scientific theme. 
Coffee shop equipment at 
tkt was minimal. Several 
domestic espresso 
machines were purchased 
from a local retail store. A 
local coffee purveyor was 
selected who then installed 
two powder cappuccino 
machines, a coffee brewer, 
and donated several air 
pots. Since the room was 
formerly a biology lab, 
water was available at 
several locations. A black- 
topped counter-space 
running along windows 
looking out over a ravine 
was selected to be a 
location for the machines. k 
As time progressed, additional funding from a donor group became available. This group 
pledged $3,000 for a commercial espresso machine and another $1000 toward the purchase of a 
stadess steel threecompartment sink for proper sanitation. The campus main&ce shop 
fabricated an oak cabinet to accommodate the sink. This cabinet had an ao~rooriate black 
5 .  . 
countertop in keeping with the biology lab theme. A commercial quality espresso machine was 
purchased and installed shortly thereafter. 
In the fall of 2003, the Department of Health returned and certified The Lab fit for operation by 
issuing a formal operation license for a 'limited food menu'. 
The Lab is completely run by student volunteers under the auspices of the Student Saute. 
During the h t  two years, interns were selffited by the Student Senate and their advisor to run 
The Lab as coffee shop managers. The intern was supervised directly by the Deau of Student 
Services who functioned as the sight supervisor for intern guidance and evaluation purposes. 
In 2004, a committee of six students formed with the intentions of holding regularly scheduled 
meetings once a week to discuss and operate The Lab. At this time, the intern program was 
disbanded and The Lab Committee took over all operational responsibilities for The Lab. The 
Lab Committee discusses product, cl&ess, programs, schedules events, and provides 
operational feed-back and ideas to the Dean of Student Services. The committee distributed 
responsibilities witbin its membership to various departments that served to track revenue, 
monitor accounts payable, order product, and schedule volunteers to cover the required shifts of 
operation. 
The following organhtional chart depicts the over-arching structure of The Lab. All 
positions from the Student Senate President and below are volunteers and receive no financial 
compensation for their services. 
TheLabCoffeeShop 
Organization Chart 
Board of Rep8 
College h ident  rn 
Vice Resident for mdenI 
Affairs 
I Student Senate Rwidmt (Elected mually) 
IS Studmt Senators 6PwonLabComrrd1rce 
( n d  B M ~ ~ Y )  (Studcot voluorcas - self 
wraaietin~) 
I 
I - 20 Lab Volunteus Smdentn I 
General Volunteer Information 
New volunteers are required to have at least 2 hours of training provided by an experienced 
voluutee~ as identified by The Lab Committee. This training will be mordin&ed by The Lab 
Committee schedule COOT-. Training will include a complete orientation to The Lab 
Training Manual, location and operation of equipment, conducting sales twwwtions, and how to 
use the recipe book to mix all the beverages offered in The Lab. 
Becoming Informed About Coffee 
All volunteers in The Lab are encouraged to become informed about coffee. Several books 
about coffee and coffee bars are bt in The Lab. These have been vudmed to serve as 
resource for you during your h e  &e. Please feel flee. to study them and learn more about the 
product which you sell. 
AnlW for Shift 
Volunteers should tryto be pment 15 minutes prior to their scheduled shift. Vohmkss should 
log in and out thus recording their time working in the log beok stationed at the main counter. 
Breaks 
Volunteers can leave The Lab only athen another volunteer is present to cover them. 
The Lab Committee will meet w a regular basis (as defined in their by-Ws). OGCmionally, 
meetings will be arranged for all volunteer workers to attend. Volunteers should try to make 
these meetings as training, o p d o n s ,  or other issues may be addressed. If you are unable to 
attend one of these meetings &e bo &&ling cant%%, please inform The Lab Committee prior 
to the meeting so that other for you to get the i n f o d o n  may be made. 
Scheduling 
Every Thursday a weekly schedule will be emailed to all volunteers from The Lab committee 
schedule coordinator. A minted W-CODV will also be vlaced in The Lab. If a voluntcKa has a 
conflict &scheduled shift; he or she is re&nsible to fini a substitute prior to the beginning of 
their shift. The volunteer with the w&t should also notify the committee member in c h g e  of 
boordinating the schedule. It is hporkut for consistent operation that d l  v01unteers are prompt 
and work the duration oftheir agreed shift. 
If reliable attendance bacome~ a problem for a volunteer, The Lab Committee schedule 
coordimtor may, with the qmment af the rest ofthe committee, decline to wkedule any fixther 
shifts for that particular volunteer. 
There is no smoking in The Lab. Ea volunteer feels that he or she requires a smoke break, 
another qualified volunteer must be found to cover for him or her while away from the service 
area. Smokers may only smoke in designated areas on campus. Remember to wash your hands 
upon returning to the work station. 
The Lab, along with the wllegt: rxnqm on which it resides, is  not respoBible for lost, stglen, or 
damagsd property. If you b ~ w w  aware that something may have been stolen or damaged, 
coatstet campus security i m m M y  at arrtensian 888. 
Appropriate clothing is requkd fWr@ are not permitted to be worn by voiunteers when 
working their shifts. During specid events or as directed by The Lab Committee, voluntems will 
be asked to wear white lab coats keeping with the scientific theme of The Lab. These lab coats 
must re& in the storage oloset of% Lab when not in use. 
Socialization durlng warking hours is altowd; however, valunteers should be close to the work 
station so that any climb waiting to make a purchase may be promptly m e d  and do nathve to 
wonder who is actually on d~ty.  
D r l n l ; r , f o r V o J u ~ o n ~  
The Lab offers one £ree drink to eaoh volunteer while working during their shift. Volunteers are 
not permitted to offer fkee drinks to friends or relatives. 
Compensation for Worlt 
All positions in The Lab are unpaid volunteers. Volunteer workers are dowed to aocept tips. A 
tip jar is located on the service counter. 
Photo: A volunteer barista working an early rnorningshifi in Zke Lab Coffee Shop 
General Operational Procedures 
Hours of Opedon 
The hours of operation for The Lab are generally between the following horn: 
Mondav - Friday Sunday Evening 
7:30 AM - 9:30 AM 7:OO PM - 1:OO AM 
7:OOPM- 1:OOAM 
There are a number of times during the year when special events may be held in The Lab that 
may require modification d&e n& operating hours Often these events are hosted by the 
Student Activities Coordinator or thestudent Senate. These special events may require 
adjusting the ~hedule to accommodate, the event. Examples of these events might be special 
activities or parties arranged on weebmd nights, special concerts, musicians, comedians, or the 
like, These events are often designed to be for the student's benefit, and are adv- by the 
appropriate group hosting the event. These requests must come through The Lab Chrdttee in a 
timely manner. 
Requests for special hours may m e  from other institutional sources suoh as from the Campus 
Events Coordinator or the Derm of Admissions. These requests are usually to accommodate 
special visitors to campus. These requests must come to The Lab Committee in a timely marma 
so that appropriate scheduling, stdfhg, and product ordering can take place. 
Opening P W r e  
1. Unlock and prop open door and hang "OPW sign on the door M e .  
2. Turn on all the linhts - nate anv bumt out bulbs for maintenance 
3. Check to make s k  that the nd&q was tampered with over-night (security check) 
4. Turn on any equipment that was turned off previous shift 
5. Tum on music-($desired) 
. 
6. Open a window or two if the room is stuffy (do not open windows behind counter) 
7. Morning shift: T&e out new sales sheet and write date, aft, and name on top 
Evening shift: Find the started sales sheet and write your shift and name on top 
8. Morning shift: Take out cash box from the cabinet and count money ($50 balance) 
9. Pick up any garbage on the floor and straighten Mture  if needed 
10. Put away cleaned dishes that were left to air-dry and check to make sure that there is an 
adequate supply of clean web (mole may be obtained from food service ifneeded) 
1 1. Ensure that cream, sugar, and napkin Scation is well stocked 
12. Fill the three sinks as instruetad in (Sanitizing & Washing WsM&P 
-& 
13. WASH YOUR HANDS before making any and every mink! 
1. Spray out milk wrrnd, wash tray, and wipe down espresso machine thoroughly. See 
( E s l s r s w , M a c h i n e - & a f r n ~ )  
2. Wash drip tray on C a p a d o  machine and leave out to dry 
3. Wash all dishes and leave to air dry. See (Sanitizing & Was&$ 4 
Puts). Drain water from sinks when finished. 
4. Wipe counters with q y  water. 
5. Straighten The Lab. PiGk up trasb, wipe up spills & put chairs back in their spots. 
6. Count money, make adeposit in envelope and put box back in cabinet. 
7. Make note of any supplies &at m y  have been depleted during your shift 
8. Empty trash and put new bag in the cans. Take trash to dumpster. 
9. Close and lock any opened windows. 
10. Turn off music. 
1 1. Turn off all lights. 
12. Make sure door is looked when you leave and turn sign to "CLOSED" 
Work $t.tkn 
The work station should be always clean, neat and organized. Only volunteers who are working a 
scheduled shift may be behind the counter. Only trained volunteer staffmay operate The Lab's 
equipment. 
Volunteers should always support cleanliness in The Lab and address any areas that need 
cleaning attention. If business is slow, you are free to work on your homework or other projects. 
All volunteers are encouraged to clean the work station and other areas of The Lab as  they are 
able in order to keep a clean and inviting atmosphere. 
The Lab's campus phone extension is extension 789. If it should ring, answer by saying, "This 
is The Lab, (your name) speaking, how may I help you?" Clients will often place advance coffee 
orders via the phone if they are en-route to The Lab and do not wish to wait while their drink is 
made. The phone should be limited to minimal personal use. 
Keys & Key Contrd 
In general, working volunteers can gain access to The Lab by dialing Campus Security at 
extension 888. If you have been issued a key to The Lab, it must be marded carefully and not 
lent out to others. campus keys must be turned into the Dean of student ~av ices  the end 
of each academic year or upon departure &om the institution. 
The Minnesota Department of Health states that, ''Emp1op.ees are the most important link in 
preventing food-borne i l k s .  Good personal hygiene, including proper and frequent hand- 
washing is the best way to prevent food-borne illness" (MDH - Employee P d  Hygiene, 
1999). In general: 
9 Hair should be neatly eimmd 
9 Clothing should be clean andneat. Shorts are not allowed 
9 Finger nails should be short and free of dirt. 
9 Hands should be always washed and thoroughly dried before starting work, between 
tasks, and before working with food ploducts, equipment, or utensils. 
> Any open wounds, ads, or sores should be completely covered by a waterpmof 
bandage 
9 Volunteers who are ill with vomiting or h h e a  mut  be excluded h m  working in the 
establishment. 
According to the Minnesota Dephnent of Health, "hand-washing is the single moat e f f d v e  
means of prevent the svread of bacteria and viruses which oan cause infections and food-borne 
i l h s .  ~mplo~ees  c& be a 9ignificmt source of h a  microorganisms. Proper hand-washing 
can bethe most effective action workers can teke to oontrol direct and indirect cmkmbxdon of 
food, utensils, and equipment" (MDH - Hand-washing, 1999). 
When to wash hands: 
> Before starting to worlc in The Lab 
9 During prodwt p r e p d o n  - as needed 
9 After Handling soiled utensils and equipment 
9 After coughing, sneezing, using a tissue, or using tobacco products 
9 After eating or drinking 
9 After touching bare human body parts 
9 After handling animals 
N After using the toilet, wash hands at a hand-sink in the bathroom, and again when 
retunkg to work 
Correct way to wash hands: 
1. Be& washing your hands, mmve any jewehy and only wash your hands in sinks 
designated for hand-washing. Do not wash your hands in utensil sinks. 
2. Roll up sleeves and wet hands with warm water 
3. Using soap, work up a soapy lather that covers hands and fomms 
4. Rub hands together for at least 20 seconds washing palms, backs of hands, between 
fingers, etc. 
5. Use a fingernail brush to clean under fingernails and between fingers 
6. Rinse hands and forearms in warm water. 
7. Dry hands with singleuse paper towels. Turn ofT&ucet with paper towels to prevent re- 
contamhation of hands. 
If an mident should occur, a first aid kit is located in The Lab under the wun& right of the 
sink. If the accident is of a serious nature, immediately call 9-911 to summon medical attention. 
Make sure to give your exact l a d e n  to assist the first responder locating you. (Old Mein, 
Lower Level, The Lab C@ Shop). Campus Security (extension 888) should also be notified. 
They will respond, offer assistance, and can help direct other responders. 
All accidents should be reported to the Dean of Student Services in a timely manner so that a 
report can be filed and the incident recorded. 
The Lab is a w o n d d  place to host art shows. Any art shows in The Lab are open to all 
students, M t y  and wmmwity at large. In order to participate in an art show an artist should & 
the following: 
1. Sign up a name and date on the wait list in The Lab. 
2. Develop a poster for an art sfiow (a poster must include the following items: name and 
picture of the artist, title of the Art Show, date and time it will be held, Lab's logo, and 
anything else an artist thinks is important). 
3 Bring and post exhibits in the Lab one day prior to the show (every item should include 
the name of the artist and a title of an exhibit; only small nails, tacks, and tape are 
allowed) 
4. Take out all exhibits two days before the next art show is scheduled. 
Photo: The stage that serves as apefonnance a m  in The Lab. Notice the pull-down screen 
where projectors can display power-point or video presenfotwns. 
Hosting Activities in The Lab 
Anyone associated with the college may utilize The Lab for hosting group activities (group 
meetings, fwulty meetings, poetry jam, study group, art shows, etc.). For the sake of safety, 
maintenance, cleanliness of The Lab, and adhering to the institution's standards for activities, an 
Activity Request Form must be completed, submitted and approvedprior to hosting any event. 
All Activity Request Fonns must be turned hto The Lab Committee at least one week prior to 
the event. The lead person requesting the activity will be notified by amember of The Lab 
. . Committee of approval status. Indmdmk or groups requesting space in The Lab to host an 
activity may not announce or market their activity until approval has been granted. Certain 
activities may require approval by the Dean of Stuk t  Services. Any Lab Committee member 
or Dean of Students can provide a copy of the Activity Request Form A copy is located in the 
forms section of this manual entitled: -&*-SkPsr). 
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As a volunteer in The Lab, it is in your best interest to leam more about the pmdwt which you 
sell. It is again, highly r e c o m m a  that you read-up and learn more about co&. Several 
books about coffee and coffee house oped0118 are provided in The Lab behind the work station 
for you to read, study, and leam. To aid in your coffee education, following is a list of a few 
important terms: 
1. Coffw: "Coffee beans-are actdly the 'pits' (like a cherry pit) of the red bemes that 
grow on a coffee plant. Theseplants are evergreen shrubs. There are two major typw of 
beans: Arabia and Robusta. Arabia beans are grown at high elevations and are 
characteristically hard beam with superior flavor and aroma and a rich taste. Robusta 
beans are grown at lower elevations and typically have a harsher taste and up to double 
the caff.eine content of the Arabicas" (Matzen & Hanison, 2001, p. 123). 
2. Barista: A person who makes qmsso drinks using an espresso machine. It is Italian for 
bartender. You, as a vo11?nteer in The Lab, properly would be called a btaista 
3. Roasting: Roasting is a process of subjecting the unroasted bean to heat, so that oertain 
"flavor oils, waxes a d  acids are burned off the b, while others develm. This is why 
you get such different tasting cups of coffee when the same kind of bearas &e subjected to 
two different roasts, a mild and a dark, for example" (Matzen &Harrison, 2001, p. 125). 
The Lab does not roast i@ own coffee beans. 
4. Grind: Coffee beans are ground to various levels of fineness. Doing so increases the 
surface area that can be exposed to water and aid in the extracttien of flavor. 
5. Espresso Machine: A machine that brews espresso. The machine in The Lab is of the 
automatic type. This meam that the proper amount of water is dispensed every time 
resulting in a consistent product. 
6. Espresso: A really strong coffk, made Born Espresso beam. Often served stmight, 
with-out garnish, and d d  consist of one, two, or three shots. It is p r o m &  espresso 
(not expresso). It is produced "when water is forced through a very b e  coffee grind 
under high pressure so W the delicate essence of the coffee is extracted very quickly - 
1.5 ouces of espresso shauld be brewed in 15-20 seconds for maximum flavor, taste, and 
aroma. Prolonged contact between water and coffee that occurs Buring an extended 
brewing time draws out unpleasant bitter chemicals and destroys flavor and tlroma" 
(Matzm & Hmison, 2001, p. 147). 
7. Espresso pod: A pre-xnmued, ground and packaged packet of eqmso  ready for the 
emresso machine. The wds amve individuallv vackwed in a sealed foil wra~oer to kern 
. . 
th;! grounds b h .  ~aodsin~le-use pod makesine sh; of espresso. 
- 
8. Demitasse: A small cup ~~y used to serve straight espresso. It is usually 1.5 to 3 
ounces in size (Monaghan & Hufhker, 1995). 
9. Ameriesllo: Americanized espresso, one, two, three, or more shots of espresso diluted 
with hot water. 
10. Latte: Espresso with a larger portion of steamed milk often topped with M e d  milk 
1 1. Cappnceino: Espresso topped with equal parts steamed and frothed milk 
12. Mocha: Espresso with steamed and frothed milk and chocolate syrup 
13. Flavorings: Usually a liquid flavor, such as vanilla, added to coffee in the form of a shot 
14. Extra Shot: An extra shot of espresso added upon request. A single shot is one ounce, a 
double is two ounces, and a triple is three ounces. 
15. Chai Tea: Chai tea mix added to M e d  milk 
16. Steamer: Warm steamed mi& with a shot of flavoring 
17. Creama: "The find characbridc of a well-brewed eapresso is the color and amount of 
creama on top. Chama is the oreamy foam that lines the fust quarter-inch of a good 
espresso. Some Italians believe that a perfect espresso is one with creama so thick that 
you can place a full teaspoon of sugar on tq and the sugar will not sink.. .the perf& 
creama should be agoldm caramel color and a quarter inch thick" (Matzen & Harrison, 
2001, p. 152). 
18. Steamed MWr: hrIilk heated using the steam wand from the espresso mrrchine 
19. Frothed Mik Milk firow using the ateam wand from the espresso machine 
Drink Recipes 
A list ofrecipes is located at the back of this manual in the section entitled: ~ ~ ~ f b ~  
rXs Lab). As time goes on, you will become more proficient at making coffee and coffee drinks. 
It is very important that yuu follow the specified recipes to ensure consistent product. You will 
learn over time that many o-rs are 'repeat' customers and that they will often order the 
same drink made the same way. Some customers may have special requests, such as using akim 
milk, extra shots, etc. You may honor those requests if The Lab has the product and ability to 
do so. 
From time to time, new drinks may evolve. YOU will have to learn how to make those drinks. 
Also, at certain times of the year, special drink% will be promoted on the sign-board. You will 
have to become familiar with any specials, prom& them, and know how to make them 
Equipment Operation Procedures 
1. Turn machine on by pushing d o f f  button. A light will 
illuminate indicating that the machine is ready to brew. 
2. Pull out the basket at the top of the machine and insert a 
filter (found in the cupboard below). Try to make sure 
that the filter stays at the edges of the basket. If the filter 
edges droop-over, some dthe water will bypass the 
grounds completely and the resulting coffee will be very 
weak and must be discarded 
3. Put one measuring cup of grounds in the filter and slide 
the basket back onto the machine. 
4. Take a pump-pot and remove the tube (the piece that 
works like a straw) and lid (there is a spring hinge that 
the lid is attached into-pull the tab down and slide the 
lid off). 
5. Place the pot under the basket and push ''brew." The 
machine will stop autAmdcally when it is done brewing. 
6. Insert the tube, replace the lid, and snap shut. 
7. Assure that the coffee is good (dark enough in color when 
pumped into a small cup). 
8. If the lid will not push down (ad the coffee won't come 
out), check to see if the switch on the back side of the lid 
is not slid over to the "stop" side. If it is, slide it to th~ 
other side and try again. 
9. Place pot out for customer use. 
10. &move filter and grounds fhm basket and throw away; 
rinse out basket and replace on machine. 
ESPII.M) Machine 
CAUTION: The espresso machine produces steam. It is extremely HOT and can cause 
instant and severe burns. Only &aind operators are permitted to use the espresso machine. 
1. Select which brew basket to use (one shot = basket with one spout; two shots =basket 
with two spouts) 
2. Place one espresso pod into basket and press to pack it down (if making two oneshot 
Qinks or a drink with two shots, use two spout brew basket and use two pods) 
3. Attach basket to brew head 
4. Place drip pitcber(s) under brew basket 
5. Select and press appropriate button (one shot or two shots on the right-hand side) 
6. Wait for espresso to drip (wh ine  will measure proper amount and then shut off) 
7. While espresso drips, pour milk into metal steaming pitcher 
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8. Stearnmilk 
a. Attach thermometer to pitcher and steam milk by dipping steam wand in milk and 
turn the knob to the left (CAUTION - steam is extremely HOT and can cause 
instant and severe burns!) 
b. Keep moving the pitcher but make sure the steam wand is immersed; otherwise 
milk will splatter everywhere 
c. To make froth (milk foam), lower the pitcher so that the steam wand is barely 
immersed - h t h  will form 
9. Steam milk to 140 degrees as indicated on the thermometer 
10. Pour espresso into cup, add any desired flavors, and add steamed milk (hold back the 
h t h  with a spoon, pour milk into cup, spoon a little froth on top of drink for looks) 
11. Clean brew baskets immediately after use (dump out pods into hock box and rinse the 
brew basket) 
12. Wipe off the steam wand with a moist towel immediately after steaming milk 
Photo: Espresso Machine in The Lab 
Espmam Machine - End of ShM Procedure5 
1. At the end of each shift, remove drip tray and clean it (the tray slides out toward you- 
pull, it's a little tough) 
2. Run water through brew b a d  until water coming out is clean. 
3. Wipe down the brew head with a damp rag and scrub with little brush 
4. Soak the wand overnight in water 
5. Soak the brew baskets overnight in cleaned out knock box 
6. Empty the dispense bucket (on the floor on the right side of the counter) 
7. Always leave the espresso machine ON 
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9 The espresso machine should be left ON unless The Lab will be closed for over a 
week. This is to preserve the integrity of the internal pressure valves. If you are 
concerned about energy consumption, it is actually more efficient to leave the machine 
on than to let it cool off and have to re-heat all that water. 
o If the espresso machine is shut off (for extended academic breaks), you must 
wait at least half an hour after turning it back on to give it time to reheat water 
and build up steam. 
9 Water that comes out of brew head is EXTREMELY HOT -use caution. 
> Top of machine is a warming rack to keep ceramic cups wann. 
o Do NOT place plastic or foam cups on top of machine - they will melt 
9 NEVER push the water inlet valve. 
9 Call Superior Coffee for senice if there is a problem. Sometimes they can help over 
the phone, otherwise they will send out a technician. 
Photo: Espresso machine, cofsee maker, andpowder cappuccino machine at ba,'a~u abu'mn 
For the sake cxf your liberal arts education, you should leam that 
'his is NOT d y  cappuccino. A real cappuccino cons& of 
dearned millc, espresso, and lots of hth. However, gas stations 
made this sugar water drink that tastes mildly like coffee 
popular. For the people who dislike the bitterness of 
wo and coffee, it is a viable alternative. While we do not 
r u m  lass of patrons who desire a drink from this machine, make 
iure that when people order a cappuccino that this is what they 
want. There are some people who want a real cappuccino and 
will laugh at you if you ask them "what flavor?" 
I 1. Place cup under the desired flavor 2. Push button above the flavor until the cup is about % M, then release button 3. At the end of the shift, slide out the tray at the bottom and wash all parts. If parts are not cleaned regularly, they become harder to clean. Allow parts to air-dry. 
Handling Sales 
Following are some tips that add to tliepf&sionalism of the service offered in The Lab: 
1. The Lab desires to have the image that the coffee served there is always hsh. Never te. 
a customer that, "this coffee is better bbecause I just made it." Statements sacb as rhis 
send a message that The Lab has old product on hand. 
2. Customers standing at the order station will more often than not watch you prepare their 
drink and notice the care you place in making their drink. Take pri& when assembling 
their order and pay special attention to detaiL Be neat, clean, and sanitary. Don't just 
slop their drink together, but give the customer the impression that they are special to The 
Lab and that you took the time to caremy assemble their riiink. 
3. You should never handle a cup by the rim. Doing so contaminates the drinking surface. 
4. Place the cup or mug directly onihe counter for the customer to pick-up. Do not hand 
them the cup. Doing so incmases the risk of spillage. 
5. Instruct customers as to where the aeam and sugar are located. 
6. Be carell handling beverages around equipments such as the card-swipe machine. 
Remember, liquids and ~mtmnics do not mix. 
7. Finally, always THANK the customer for their business. 
(Matzen & Hankon, 2001) 
1. At beginning of shift, pull out the cashbox firm the right cupboard under the 
"cappuccino" and coffee. machines, on the very top shelf. 
2. The cashbox shoulddways start with $50.00 at the beginning of the day. When opening 
in the morning, COW& the box to see that the box is correctly balanced at $50.00. 
3. The sales sheets am in the top drawer clearly labeled 'Daily Sales Sheet" Use one sheet 
per day, writing your ahFA and name in the appropriate slot at the top. 
4. As you sell drinks, circle the appropriate size's price under each drink's c o l m  Ifthe 
customer pays with a M stamp card place an "X" over the price instead of circling it 
5. At the end of the night, add up dl the sales on the sheet This will go on the "sdeg" line. 
6. Count all the money in the box. This will go on the "cashbox" line. 
7. Subtract $50.00 h m  the amount that was in the cashbox. This is what will be the 
"deposit" amount. 
8. To determine how "over" or "short" the cashbox was, compare the deposit amount to the 
sales amount. Them should be the same. 
a. However, if the: +it amount is more than the sales amount the box is "over" 
b. If the sales amount is more thau the deposit amount, the box is ''dm&' 
c. Usually the difEmme occurs h m  people forgetting to write down a sale. It is 
very important to write down all of the sales you make so we can keep accwate 
records of the money for The Lab. 
9. Makingthe deposit 
a Count out the deposit amount in the largest bills pos~ble (also use up any smaller 
coins). Make sure to leave plenty of one dollar bills and quarters for the morning 
shift. 
b. Put themoney in an envebpe (found in the box in the second drawer firm the 
right, d e r  the espresso machine). 
c. Write the date, the amount included, and your initials on the envelope. 
d. Seal the envelope and place it under the tray in the cashbox. 
10. Replace the cashbox in the rigbt cupboard under the "cappuccino" aMi coffee machines, 
on the very top shelf. A designated person firm The Lab Committee will make the 
deposit in during the nmt morning when the Business Office is open. 
Cummtly, The Lab accepts ONLY CASH for payment of product. 
As of Fall 2005, the food service and the Mtution are looking into imtalhg the technology to 
allow for the purchase of pmduct using ff ex dollars off of student ID cards. To date, this 
capability is not on-line. Volunteers will be made aware and properly trained when this service 
is available. At that time, this manual will be updated appropria&ly 
The Lab does NOT accept checks of any kind, for any purpose. 
The Lab does NOT accept credit casds. 
A Daily Sales Sheet should be cl.eted at the beginning of every shift. New copies of these 
sheets are kept in the drawer behind the service counter. Complete the sheet as instructed in the 
above section entitled: (Cahba* /lhwd&g Tmnsadms /-it). 
A copy of the cment sheet, as of September 2005, is located in the Forms section of this manual 
Each time a customer purchaser, a drink, they will receive one stamp from a special marker on 
their card A full card (kxi stamps) entitles the owner to a complimentary coffee (medium size) 
of their choice. Use the f o 1 1 ~ g  procedure to r e d  the use of the card. 
1. Make sure to collect the card 
2. Crosg anX through the front of the card 
3. Sign and date the back of the card 
4. Include the used card with the daily deposit. 
EiHllng Other Depwbmts 
At times other campus groups or depmtments will host events in The Lab. They may request to 
run a tab and be billed for the product consumed. Ifthis is the case, please use the fomr found in 
the forms section at the end of this manual entitled: (FORM- Bill ofSatefbr lBurinsss wee). 
The form should receive the appropriate signatures and then sent to the Business Office with the 
daily deposit. The Business Ofice will credit The Lab's revenue aocount acwrdingly £tom the 
department hosting the function. 
Volunteers are responsible for notifying The Lab Committee about any customer complaints 
received during their shift. If the ourrtolner camplains about the poor quality of drink, a kee 
replacement should be offered immediately. Ifthey are still not satisfied, you may refund the 
money of their purchase. Volmtws may also direct any complaints to the Dean of Student 
SeNices. 
Chmning The Lab 
One of the most important tasks of any volunteer is to keq, The Lab clean. Please take the 
initiative to clean any item, area, or piece of equipment as you see fit. Every night, before you 
leave The Lab, you should pay qecial attention to properly cleaning the following: 
1. The equipment (see Whim - End of Shift I'roxd~~e~) 
2. Doing the dishes (@a? fbitk&g 8c W- lMm &Equip@ P a )  
3. Wiping down counterbps and h g h g  bar-rags to dry 
4. Sweeping the floor 
5. Emptying garbage bags to the dumpster and replacing them with new bags 
6. see also (Closing Proadurrr for The Lab) 
The ~~ Department of Health requires operations such as The Lab to have a three 
compartment sink. The purpose for this is to allow for manual dishwashkg in 'Wee separate 
sink compartments to ensure that items axe clean and sanitized" (MDH - Safe Sanitizing, 1999). 
Sanitization is defined as, "the process whereby thenumbers of disease causing orgaaisms are 
reduced to safe levels. Safe saoitization is accomplished through the use of eithe~ he& or 
chemicals" (MDH, 1999). The way to properly wash and sanitize a defined by the MDH is as 
follows: 
Sink 1 =Hot Water + Soap 
Wash in hot soapy water. Proper wamng may require scraping, pre-flushing, 
presoaking, or scrubb'mg with an abrasive material. 
Sink 2 = Clean Water 
r Rinse in clean water. Rinsing removes the detergents and &g food particles. 
Sink 3 = Hot Water + one capful of &lorine hleaeh or sanitation tablet 
Tmmerse in hot water and sanitatkn tablet. After filling the sink with water add ONE 
blue sanitation tab &om #e bottle. Allow dishes to soak for at least 10 s~oonds. 
AU equipment and utensils m t  Be air dried. Do not dry with towels! 
There is a "Weekly Cleaning Duties Checklist" for every v~lunteer to do and check off as helshe 
finishes a project. A copy of this list is posted behind the work stationkmice counter. 
Everyone is expected to hdp out with at least one cleaning project each week. Some of the items 
on the sheet take only a few minutea to complete. With your help, The Lab will succeed and be a 
clean, inviting and sanitary environment for all to enjoy. Thanks for doing your part! 
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Photo. View behind the barista worhation of the three comparhnent sink. 
WddyClerudng- EspmmM~&kre 
1. Take one of the brew baskets and pop out the basket inside (the edge of a spoon works 
really well for this). Replace the normal basket with the basket without any holes (the 
"plug". 
2. Use one teaspoon of themachine cleaning solution (located under the sink). Tea. open 
the packet and measure &om the pocket. Our supplier has advised that we do not need as 
much as is contained in one complete packet (and it will last longer if measured out). 
Pour powder inside the plug in the brew basket and hook the basket up to the brew head. 
3. Run water through the brew head in the following pattern: 
10 seconds run water 
5 seconds stop 
(Repeat thatpatten, 5 times) 
4. Unhook the brew basket and rinse out in the sink 
5. Continue rinsing the brew head (without the brew basket) in the following pattern: 
5 secondsrunwater 
1 second stop 
(Repeat thatpatten, I0 times) 
6. The brew baskets may be soaked overnight in water mixed with the cleaning solution. 
After soaking, make sure to rinse the baskets well before using. 
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Woekly Cleaning - Refrigerator 
When cleaning the coolers (refrigeratom), always make sure to check the temperature. The 
thermometer inside the coolers should read less than 40 demees Fahrenheit. If thev are not 
running at or below this temperature, immediately contact -maintenance at extension 400. 
Stainless Steel Fridge: this fridge is used to keep opened product or products currently in use. 
Cleaning Refrigerators = (Hot Water + Soap) + Dry Towel 
1. Take milk, whipped cream and other products out of the fiidge 
2. Wash everything inside the fridge in hot soapy water 
3. Drv the fiidae inside with the clean towel 
4. hi milk, wkpped cream and other products back into the iiidge and organize keeping 
the FIFO (First In, First Out) method described in (F'mdW &PseduoLsfdb&) 
- - 
section of this manual 
5. Close the fiidge, and clean the outside with the glass cleaner and a clean dry towel 
Photo: View behind the barista worhtation of the refigerator 
Orderlng Supplies & Product 
Purchuina Pmduet for Tho Lab -Vendor Ust 
The Lab Committee is responsible for keeping The Lab well supplied with products to be used 
and sold. This committee works in conjunction with the Dean of Student Services and the 
Director of Food Services seeking advice on how to find the best deals, to discuss product line, 
quality, and quantity. The p&my vmdors used to date are listed in the form section of this 
manual entitled: (FORM - vgndor Liri). 
Purchasing Product for The Lab - Pmduct List 
Refer to the Order in~entnry  Sheet to see &am what company and what products am currently 
being ordered. Revisions aud ~~ on the orderlnginventory sheet will be made h m  time 
to time as determined by The Lab Committee or Dan of Student Services. This sheet is located 
in the forms section of this manual e n t i k t  ( F W -  C k k i t t g  casd Imwntmy for Xkc Lob). 
The Lab Committee is in charge of keeping The Lab wdl supplied and stocked. There may be 
occasions, however, where a c& faoduct may become depleted and someme may have to 
make a wchase to sustain ~ ~ o n s  until the next vendor delivery date. If vou hi that a 
certain product is depleted, &@ct t l ~  appropiate Lab committee-member prior to making any 
purcha.~ to receive approval. If it is for e dtical item (ie. milk), the committee wilI u n u  
i d  grant apgmval forthe purchase ta sustain service until the delivery of product 
Produet: On o~casian The L& may run out of some item, such as milk or whipped oream. 
Most often students run out to local gcooery stores to pwhase enough to s& until the 
purveyor's delivery date. W h e ~  pamhaihg perishable items, try to iind extended exphtion 
dates. 
Decoratfons: The Lab is hostto s e v d  special events each year. Decorating for these events is 
enwuraged as it enhances the &me of &e season or event Any decorations should be pre- 
approved by The Lab CommitW. &&hg approval requires a specific idea afwhat p r ~ d u ~ U  
will be purchased and a solid estknate of cost, 
Equipmenat In any capital irnpvem&s such as: equipment, fiunisl-dngs, ~~ and 
the like, should be brought to the attention of The Lab Committee. This committee, after 
discussing the merit of the req- will in bm inform the Dean of Student SeFcices aud the 
Student Senate. All three of theae eatities will ultimatelv work toeether to determine the need 
and priority of the reque8t end d y z a  the resoweus av&lable to imhase these items. 
The college is registered as a nan-profit organization. This means that the institution is exempt 
h m  paying taxes on what would otherwise be taxable items. Whenever purchases are made, the 
person making the purchase must make sure to inform the clerk that the purchase will be exempt 
h m  taxes. The clerk will ask that a certificate of tax exemption be presented at the time of 
purchase unless one is already on file with the vendor. A copy of this certificate is available 
h m  the business office or Dean of Student Services. The institution will not reimburse you for 
any amount paid for taxes. 
Items purchased using this d a t e  may be used only by The Lab. It ie unlawful to purchase 
items for your personal use t status of the college. 
If you are on duty when a vendor makes a delivery for The Lab, make sure to ask for the invoice 
and verify that every item on the invoioe has been delivered. Sign and date the invoice, 
&&eating that you received the produot and that it is all there. Place the invoice in the 
'D~livery' in-box so that the proper Lab Committee member may pick up that invoice, verify the 
order, code it, and submit it to the Business Office far payment. 
If any product is damaged or not p m t ,  tell the delivery person that you either will not q t  
that pduct ,  or at the very least, that you need an annotation on the invoice as to the codtion of 
the product. This is an important p m w  to ensure that The Lab does not pay for products in 
poor condition or not received. 
Store products properly as d e w  i n - m  & -&@Y) section of this manual. 
C o f k c t i n g R d R , k r ~ f o r i b m s P u ~ w i t h  
Your Own Mamv 
On occasion, you may have purchased items for The Lab with your own cash or credit card. Any 
of these items should be pr6appmved by The Lab Committee person in charge of ordering. In 
such an event, you must receive a check-request form h m  The Lab Committee person in oharge 
of ordering, the Dean of Student SSereices, or fiwn the Business Office. Once this form is 
completely filled out, tun i t  into The Lab Committee person in charge of ordering with y w  
item&ed receipt atfacked. It will then be submitted to-the Dean of student ~ervick to kceive an 
authorized signature and then tumed into the Business Office. The instifution does not reimbwe 
any amount G d  for taxes (see tax exempt statement above). 
Checks are d.rafted every Friday udrerrs that Fi%&y falls on a holiday. Cheek reqwsts submitted 
to the Business Office prior to Wednesday will be draRed that same week. You may indicate on 
the check request form where you would like the check to be delivered. 
When storing perishable item, the food service industry uses a term called FIFO. This stads 
for First In, First Out. Basically, you will want to use up your oldest product first. Items should 
be stored in such a manner thet facilitates this type of wage. New s b k  should be placed on 
shelves behind older or aging stock, so that the product that has been there the longest will get 
used before the newer product. 
Refr imed goods must be stored in the stahless steel refrigerator. Make sure to get items into 
the cooler as soon as possible upon receiving them h m  delivery. Use the FIFO method 
described above wh& storing and uehg these items. The cooler must be kept at a temperature 
that does not exceed 40 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Dry goods (cans, powders, etc) may be stored in the closet storage area behind the stage or other 
appropriately designated storage areas. Use the FIFO method desrribed above when storing and 
using these items. 
Products should be marked with a permanent marker as to the date they were opened. All staff 
should be vigilant in checking expiration dates located on products. Inform. The Lab Committee 
person in charge of ordering product if an item is approaching or has exceeded its expiration 
date. 
If any product is spoiled, moldy, contamhat& or appears to be otherwise unusable, discard the 
product and inform The Lab Committee of the situationon By no means should you serve any 
product that you are unsure of or quMtion its safety. 
If any insects or other signs of rodents are notimi, inform the Dean of Student Services so that 
the proper extermination procedures may take place. 
Account N u m b  
The following numbers are to be written on any finaucial transactions with the Business Office 
so that the moneys can be allocated tothm the appropriate accounts. 
RevmudDeposits: XXX363814XXX 
Expensea/Payments/Bills: XXX363815XXX 
When depositing money to the business office, signify The Lab as "Student Senate-The 
Lab." 
All check requests must be signed by the Dean of Student Services before being turned 
into the business office. C h d  R e q w  forms are available &om the Business Office. 
Ifrequests are in the business a c e  by 3:00 PM on Wednesday, a check can be cut by 
Friday of the same week. 
Coffee Shop ldentity 
Nnn 
The Lab Coffee Shop or T%B Idde 
. . 7 - .  -~ !rg,~,~.<!.. :, . '7 
The Lab logo may not be &-on mp ef any nature, without the eqmm pdsskm of j:JL .; Wj[.-<F$ 
The Lab Committee or t b a D m & w t  f k v b s .  , r . , ~,>-+ 4
R e f e r a m  
Used in this Manual 
Houghton Mifflin Company. (1985). The American heritage di~tionary: Second college edition. 
Boston: Houghton Mif fb  Cqimpany. 
Knm K., & Huffacker, J. S. 0997). Coffee basics, a quick and easy guide. New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
Kuh, GD., Schuh, J.H., Whit& E.J., & AssooiaW. (1991). Involving colleges. Sm Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 99-126. 
Mama, T., & Hamson, M. (2001). Start & mn a coffee bar. Vancouver+ C d :  Self Counsel 
Press. 
Minnesota Department of Health. (1899). The Minnesota food code: Employee persona2 hygiene. 
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Minnesota Department of Health. (1999). 2% Minnesofu food code: Hand-washing. 
(IC# 141-0818). St. P d ,  MN. 
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(IC# 141-0808). Sf. Paul, MN. 
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FORMS 
And other Up-dateable Information 
As of September 2005 
for 
The Lab Coffee Shop 
Ashlatte 
1 shot Espresso 
1 shot Chocolate Mint 
Real Caramel 
1 scoop Dark Chocolate 
Fill cup with steamed milk 
Top with Whipped Cream 
Optional: 1 scoop White Chooolate. 
Americano 
2 shots Espresso 
Hot water enough to fill the cup. 
Vanilla Americano 
1 shot Espresso 
1 shot Vanilla Syrup 
Hot water - enough to fill the cup. 
Irish Cream Americano 
1 shot Irish Cream Syrup 
1 shot Espresso 
Hot water - enough to fill the cup Yi full 
Add 1 shot of Half & Half, and top with 
whipped cream. 
Carnilla Latte 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot Caramel 
1 shot Vanilla 
Fill cup with steamed milk, and top with 
foam. 
French Vanilla Latte New 
Yz shot Vanilla Syrup 
Yz shot Hazelnut Syrup 
1 shot Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with foam 
and garnish with vanilla powder. 
Caf6 Breve 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot flavor 
Fill cup with steamed Halfand Hag 
Cafb Latte 
2 shots Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Cafb Mocha 
2 shots Espresso 
Milk Chocolate 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Carnilla Freeze 
2 shots Espresso 
1 Yz cup Ice 
2 shots Cold Milk 
1 shot Vanilla 
1 shot Caramel 
Blend 
Top with whipped cream and drizzle with 
caramel. 
Chai! 
Yz Chai Mix 
Yz Steamed Milk 
Steam together. 
Christmas Magic 
2 shots Espresso 
1 s c q  White Chocolate 
1 shot Chocolate Mint 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Dk&?+q Apple 
2 packs Cider 
1 shot Caramel War 
Fill cup with hot water. 
French Soda 
1 shot flavor (small) 
2 shots flavor (LG) 
Fill cup with soda water. 
Honey Nut Latte 
Layer honey in bottom of a large mug 
1 shot Almond 
2 shots Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with 
whipped cream, drizzle with honey. 
Hot Shot 
1 shot Flavor 
Fill cup with Hot Chocolate. 
Italian Soda 
1 shot flavor (small) 
2 shots flavor (LG) 
4i Cold Milk 
% Soda Water 
The Jolt 
3 shots Espresso 
1 shot Flavor 
Land Slide 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot Hazelnut 
Fill cup with Hot Chocolate. 
Midnight Mocha 
2 shots Espresso 
1 scoop Dark Chocolate 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Mud Freeze 
2 shots Espresso (optional) 
Chocolate syrup (optional) 
Peanut Butter 
2 shots Cold Milk 
1 % CUPS Ice 
Blend 
Top with whipped cream. 
Mud Moeha 
2 shots Espresso 
Milk chocolate 
Peanut Butter 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
M&M Mud Freeze 
1 4i SCOOPS M&M 
1 shot Vanilla 
2 cups Ice 
Blend 
Top with whipped cream & sprinkles. 
Milky Way Mocha 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot Caramel 
1 shot Chocolate sysup 
Fill cup with steamed milk 
Magic Mocha 
2 shots Espresso 
1 scoop White Chocolate 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
MN Kiss (original name Snow Cap) 
1 shot Vanilla Syrup 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with 
whipped cream and garnish with vanilla 
powder. (served with 1 KISS candy@) 
Oreo Freeze 
1 shot Espresso (optional) 
2 shots Cold Milk 
1 shot Vanilla 
1 shot flavor (Mint or Rasberry) 
1 scoop ORE0 
1 % cups Ice 
Blend 
Topped with whipped cream & sprinkled 
with OREOS. 
Raspbeny Fudge 
2 shots Espresso 
1 scoop Dark Chocolate 
1 shot Raspberry 
1 shot Almond (optional) 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Sweet Dreams 
1 shot Hazelnut 
% shot Caramel 
1/2 shot Vanilla 
Fill cup with steamed milk &sprinkled with 
C ~ o n .  
Snickers Mocha 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot Caramel 
1 shot Hazelnut 
1 shot Chocolate 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Toffee Nut Latte 
2 shots Espresso 
1 shot Hazelnut 
1 scoop Health Toffee 
Fill cup with steamed milk. 
Top with whipped cream &Toffee. 
White Chocolate Dream 
2 shots Espresso 
1 % large scoop White Chocolate 
1 shot Vanilla 
2 cups Ice 
Blend & top with whipped eream 
Valentine's Dav: 
Cafe Bon Bon 
% shot Chocolate Mint Syrup 
% shot Cherry Syrup 
1 shot Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with foam 
and garnish with chocolate powder. 
Chocolate Cheny KISS 
1 shot Cherry Syrup 
'/Z shot Chocolate Syrup 
3 shots Soda Water 
Over Ice, pour soda water, fill with Half& 
Half. Top with whipped cream and garnish 
with chocolate powder. 
St. Patrick's D q  
Leprechaun 
K shot Irish Cream Syrup 
% shot Mint Syrup 
1 shot Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with 
whipped cream. 
Irish Cream Latte 
1 shot Irish Cream Syrup 
1 shot Espresso 
Fill cup with steamed milk, top with foam. 
Week of 
Weekly Cleaning Checklist 
Please pick a cleaning task during your shift and write your name in the volunteer column and 
the date you complete it. Whatever tasks did not get completed in the previous week will have a 
star by it on this week's list. Please complete those tasks fist  - Thank You! 
FORM -Tracking Usrge of the Lab - Customer Count 
week of 
Customer Count Sheet 
Please take a second and c m t  how many people are in the Lab rrt each half hour bmment and 
write the nwnber in the comsponding box. Domg so helps identify usage trends and keeps track 
of how many people visit The Lab withaut actually pmhas i ig  a beverage. 
. . . ,,I . 
, .~ 
FORM - Volunteer Intarmt Sheet %+. ,. 
. ., 
Cab Xolxxnteex? Barista 
X n t e r e a t  Sheet 
,: 
Name 
Extension 
Cell phone number (optional) 
Email address 
Year (circle one) Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
This is the Lab's current scheddule of shifts. Please circle the hours you would prefer to work s r  
fill in as a substitute. If you h o w  that some days or hours would never work for you (elass 
conflicts, work), cross them out 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Check all that apply! 
I love the Lab, have no life, and am available for all shi*, when do you need me? 
- Mornings do not work for me 
- Nights do not work for me 
- I really do not want to ever work the 10 pm-lam shift 
- I would like to have a regular sbift (one shift weekly or biweekly) 
- I prefer to just be a substitute 
Thank-you for your intwttrti The Lab mists because q vorunrstr e@orfs by sdudents like you1 
T h e k b  3 extermion is 789. PI- hand this in at the counter. Thank-yo%! 
FORM - The Lab Canmitten - Intam6t 8h.el 
The &ab Goxnxnittee 
hterest Sheet 
Name 
Extension 
Cell phone number (optional) 
Email address 
Year (circle one) Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Areas you are interested in helping with (circle all that apply, put a star next to your first choice): 
Scheduling 
Ordering 
Product line and research 
Events 
Publicity 
Decoration/Cleanliness 
Finances 
What can you bring, personally, to The Lab Committee? 
Why do you want to be a part of the committee? 
Thank-you fos your iqtmtl hb. a&& becaw of wEunters#brts by m&zfs lfky1~1I 
;$Zease hand tAk in fo andw W ClornmWe repsrm&ativ~ ar the Dsm ofStu&nt Servkce. 
Org/Club/lndividual Making Request Contact Inf. 
Person Responsible Contact Inf. 
Event Title 
Start Date Start Time 
End Date End Time 
Projected Attendance 
Would you like to use The Lab services (ie. coffee) including a (volunteer): YES NO 
If you circled NO, please check off all NECESSARY needs for your activity: 
o Fridge 
o Stereo 
o Tables 
o Sink 
o Games 
o Other 
Description of the activity 
Please indude all relevant details pertaining to the activity. 
(i.e. purpose of the activity, foodlrefreshments, monetary charge, supplies, etc.) 
Signature of the person submitting request 
Approval Signature (Dean of Students, Lab Committee) 
This form Is required to help assist in making the necessary amgements for activities and allows us to 
help eliminaie conflicts and order all n e m a r y  atrangements to make your activity successful. 
THIS FORM MUST BE SUBMITTED AT LEAST ONE WEEK PRIOR TO EVENT. 
(Vendor names, prices, and contmd infomatio~p have been altered $0 protectpricing stwct01re) 
Ordering and Inventory for The Lab 
Subject to revisions and additions 
Current as of: 
September, 2005 
Vendor 
Number Product 
2327757 2% Milk 
Skim Milk 
9814583 Aerosol Wh~pped Topping 
Half and Half 
Non-Dairy Dry Creamar 
Ground Nutmeg 
Ground Cinnamon 
Honey 
Hot Chocolate Mix 
5793724 Soy Milk 
6803787 Chai Tea Mix 
5965850 Sugar Packets 
2917722 Sugar Substitute Packets 
1971803 Regular Coffee EWms 
31 16Q36 Decaf Coffee Beans 
Espresso Pods 
431 82 White Choc. Caramel Mix 
62752 Irish Cream Mix 
64782 Chocolate Mint Mix 
64790 Double Mocha Mix 
66399 French Vanilla Mix 
66449 Almond Amare& Mix 
68858 English Toffee M i  
37143 Macadamia Nut Syrup 
37176 Irish Cream Syrup 
37184 Caramel Syrup 
37192 Almond Syrup 
37240 Vanilla Syrup 
37218 Hazelnut Syrup 
37242 Raspberry Syrup 
37267 Chocolate Mint Syrup 
3731 7 Amaretto Syrup 
PaoffSiie 
411 Gallon 
411 Oallon 
12/14 oz. 
1132 oz 
12/32 oz 
12/32 oz 
I 1  3000ct. 
113000ct 
114 lb. 
114 lb. 
111 ooct. 
612 lb 
612 lb. 
612 lb. 
612 lb. 
812 lb. 
6/2 lb. 
6/2 lb. 
21750 ml. 
a750 ml. 
2750 ml. 
2/750 ml. 
21750 ml. 
2/750 ml. 
2750 mf. 
2/750 ml. 
2/750 ml. 
Order from: 
XIZ Vendor 
XM Vendor 
X M  Vendor 
TUV Vendor 
TUV Vendor 
TUV Vendor 
TUV Vendor 
TUV Vendor 
T W  Vendor 
XIZ Vendor 
XYZ Vendor 
XIZ Vendor 
X M  Vendor 
XIZ Vendor 
XIZ Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
ABC Vendor 
Prlce Brand 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 B m d  Name 
$0.00 B w d  Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand N m e  
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0-00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
37341 Strawberry Syrup 
371 68 Cherry Syrup 
38670 Cinnamon Syrup 
3261351 Chocolate Syrup 
Caramel Syrup 
12 02 coffee cup 
18 02 coffee cup 
20 oz coffee cup 
Lids 
5.5" coffee stirrer 
4482899 15x17 2-ply white napkins 
Pump dish soap 
Sanitabs 
2,750 ABC Vendor 
2,750 ml. ABC 
21750 ABC Vendor 
24/24 oz. X M  Vendor 
XYZ Vendor 
X M  Vendor 
XYZ Vendor 
XYZ Vendor 
XYZ Vendor 
1000 ct. XYZ Vendor 
121250 ct. XYZ Vendor 
41 XM Vendor 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$9.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
80.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$0.00 Brand Name 
$O.OO Brand Name 
Following are the list o f  approved vendors for The Lab along with contact information: 
ABC Vendor: 
Joe (Route Sales Representative) 
Any Street St. 
Any Town, Minnesota XXXXX 
Office: OW[) XXX-XXXX 
1-XXX-XXX-XXXX 
Fax: (XXX) XXX-XXXX 
Voice Mail: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
XYZ Vendor: 
Joe 
1-XXX-XXX-ZMXX ext. XXX 
TUV Vendor: 
Local Store: 
XXX-XXX-XXXX 
DEF Vendor: 
WWW.DEF Webpage.NET 
Our Login name: xxxxx 
Our Password: xxxxx 
FdRkl- Bin d:*biac-offlrt. 
The Lab Coffee Shop 
Bill to Other Departments for Product Sold 
Date. Time: 
Bill To: Acct #: 
:r 
sola by: m e :  

